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The Perfect 10
Despite not being an overnight runaway success, I humbly believe that
throughout the past months, REV has
managed to get people talking, and
others imitating. Some say, imitation
is the best form of flattery. Well thank
you then! Of course, REV wouldn’t
be where we are now without the
continuous support of our valued
clients and the unwavering support of
our readers. But before this turns into
an obligatory thank you speech often
seen at awards ceremony, let me
proceed on with the rest of my note.
Perfect 10. Why ten, you may ask?
Besides often being associated with
a flawless score, this also happens to
be our tenth issue. Hold your horses

though, no way am I trying to imply
we’re perfect. Truth is, we are hardly
even close to being so. However,
from how I see it, imperfection, is
simply perfect. Let me explain further.
Let’s be honest. Perfection is pretty
much unattainable. Despite being so,
it is not uncommon for us to witness
such a chase for perfection even in
everyday situations.
The chase to get the perfect mix
of syrup and tea at Carl’s Jr drinks
station, the chase to nail that perfect
launch down the drag strip, the chase
to get that perfectly styled hair that
has every strand in its correct place.
You get it, don’t you?
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Many of them however, often end
up as futile attempts to defy nature.
But look at it this way, without erring,
would you have realised too much
syrup makes you want to regurgitate?
That launching without an aftermarket
clutch set is akin to attempting to
slice through your steak with a butter
knife? Or that gel and wax doesn’t
work hand in hand, no matter how
hard you try? My point being, only
by failing, only by getting rebutted by
more experienced peers, then you will
know what truly went wrong.
Imperfections serve as a catalyst for
change and the endless pursuit of it
ensures one will never be content,
and will never stop trying.
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NEWS

CS-II GLASS COATING

Unique (Since 1995) Pte Ltd, which now
boasts several branches in Singapore
and a newly opened enterprise in the
United States, first incorporated in 1995
with just a capital of $4500. Focusing
on interior and exterior grooming, the
first few years of the company were far
from smooth-sailing. However, through
the hard work and perseverance of the
team, Unique has come a long way
since their humble beginnings.
A new innovative product offered by
Unique is the CS-II Glass Coating.

With state-of-the-art nanotechnology,
Nanotechnology “products” can mean
different things to different people.
However, new technology should do
things other products can’t do. This
spray-on product works by repelling
water and preventing adherence of
contaminants on any surfaces.
Should you find dirt, tree sap or bird
droppings on your ride’s surface, simply
wash it off with water and you’re good
to go. Unlike sealants that merely form
a protective coat over the surface, CS-

II Glass Coating modifies the surface
chemistry to provide a permanent
protective and easy to clean surface.
Just last year, Unique opened their first
overseas branch in the sunny state of
California. Packaging and exporting
of CS-II products are being done in
this 3000 sq ft factory by a team of 4
staffs. This technology has proved to be
immensely popular in America as well
and two more branches in Chicago and
New York are expected to be up by the
end of the year.

AKRAPOVIČ LAUNCHES BUSINESS AS USUAL AT
NEW TITANIUM EXHAUST SUNG BENG AUTO
SYSTEM FOR AUDI R8
Akrapovič announced the further
expansion of its aftermarket range of
premium performance car exhaust
systems and exhaust parts with a new
titanium Slip-On exhaust system fitted
with carbon tail pipes.
Specially designed for the mid engined
Audi R8 V10 Coupe and Spyder, this
exhaust system delivers significant
power gains, weight reduction and the
deep resonant sound which Akrapovič is

known for. The drone-free exhaust note
is compatible with an optional wireless
kit which allows the driver to control the
sound for street or track.

Circuit Link is currently closed due
to road works that are being carried
out. Should you wish to head to
Sung Beng Auto, kindly enter via Lor
Bengkok (along Paya Lebar Road)
before turning left. You would then
be able to see Swee Hong Industrial

Building where Sung Beng Auto
(340 & 342 Circuit Road, Singapore
379494) is located in.
For further directions or information,
you can contact Sung Beng Auto
at 9272 4879.

Fitting perfectly to OEM mounting
points, this titanium offering lowers back
pressure and you can expect gains of up
to 11HP and 16Nm. Expect to shave off
16kg with this Akrapovič system which
also serves as a perfect base for future
modifications.
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THE WORLD’S FASTEST

GT CAR UNVEILED

IN SINGAPORE

Ferrari’s latest GT car, the FF, was
officially launched in Singapore at
One°15 Marina Club on Sunday, 3rd
July 2011. It was truly an evening
of the Prancing Horse as the club’s
driveway was lined with the guests’
own Ferraris.

entirely new GT sports car concept. It
is a revolutionary milestone for Ferrari
as the world’s fastest, most powerful
V12 GT car. This new innovation has a
price tag of S$1,175,000 and comes
with an optional set of bespoke
luggage that fits neatly into its boot.

The event kicked off as the FF was
ceremoniously unveiled by Ital Auto’s
managing director, Mr Teo Hock Seng
and HRH Tunku Idris from Malaysia.
Perched on a pontoon by Boater’s Bar
at the marina club, the FF was the star
of the evening in its Rosso Maranello
coat, a colour unique to the FF.
Named for its four-wheel drive, fourseater versatility, the FF presents an

Ferrari’s VIP guests mingled amid
cocktails and canapés such as roast
duck summer rolls, salmon tulips with
caviar and crème brulée. The guests
each took turns for a close look at
the FF as Ital Auto representatives
highlighted the car’s key features and
functions. The evening continued in
full swing to the tune of live jazz played
by a saxophonist.

SPARK CAR CARE’S NEWLY RENOVATED

LOYANG BRANCH WELCOMES CUSTOMERS

WITH JAW-DROPPING PROMOTIONS

LOWER YOUR KOUP

WITH THE NEW TANABE GF
LOWERING SPRINGS
Lower your ride without sacrificing
on comfort with this latest product
from Tanabe.

instantly from the moment
the doors were opened for
business. In order not to miss
out on this great offer, the first
customer in the queue actually
arrived at the doorstep of the
car care centre at 5am on that
very morning.

21st July 2011 was the official opening
of the newly renovated Loyang Car Care
Centre. To mark this memorable day,
SPARK Car Care offered a jaw dropping
promotion for the first 15 customers
- Premium Servicing Package at only
$22.80 (U.P. $228) or SPARK Cool
Nano-Ceramic Solar Film at only $499
(U.P. $699).
On the day of the event, the 15 Servicing
Packages were snapped up almost

All the 15 lucky customers
got to service their cars on
the spot after purchasing the
promotional package. While
waiting for their vehicles, the
customers were presented with some
light refreshments and they got to enjoy
their breakfast in the now spacious and
comfortable visitor lounge.
With this new facelift, customers will
not only be receiving top-notch service
from the SPARK Car Care Customer
Care Specialists, but also a comfortable
ambience to accentuate the premier
quality they would like to bring across.

Specially designed for the Kia
Cerato Forte & Koup, the Tanabe
GF lowering spring will give you
a 35mm drop in ride height. Not
only would your ride look much
better with its meaner stance, you
can also expect better handling
characteristics from it.

Due to the lower centre of gravity,
large amounts of body-roll will be a
thing of the past. Available exclusively
at Jeep Chee Trading, this is a perfect
handling, as well as aesthetic upgrade
for your beloved Koup.

ELIG BRAKE PADS

NOW AVAILABLE FOR
MOTORCYCLES!
If you’re someone who enjoys
your 2-wheelers as much as your
car, you will be glad to know that
Elig high performance brake pads
are now available for motorcycle
applications as well!
Depending
on
your
braking
needs, two materials (ceramic or
sintered) and three different grades
(standard, sports and racing)
are available for you to choose
from. Possessing the same high
performance characteristics as their
car counterparts, these new pads
have received overwhelming positive
feedback from the lucky few who

sampled
them.
Expect reliable
braking performance even after
repeated hard usage as well as a
high temperature resistance.
CO3 Enterprise has been named
the authorised sole distributor of Elig
motorcycle brake pads in Singapore
and Malaysia. Available from end
August, do drop them a line at 6842
2515 should you have any further
enquires.
AUGUST 2011 05
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EVENT

AsiaAutoSalon2011

Text Samuel Kang Photos Samuel Kang

Cars, Babes and Parts. What else could we ask for?
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Held over the first weekend at
Singapore EXPO Hall 5, Asia
AutoSalon 2011 certainly
brought in the crowd with its
mouth-watering showcase
of cars, babes and parts.
The 3-day trade and
exhibition event featured
numerous
renowned
automotive and performance
brand names from all over
Asia and even as far as the
United Kingdom. Despite
the horrific disaster earlier
this year, exhibitors from
the Land of the Rising Sun showed
up in full force and brought along
their latest wares. Vendors from
neighbouring countries like Malaysia
and Thailand impressed the crowd
as well. From a dedicated racing
institute, Thailand’s Singha Racing
School, to racing alternatives from
Jasma, there was something in
store for every car enthusiast.
UK-based BW Chip Tune had
their knowledgeable staff on
hand to educate the masses
on the unique features of their
tuning software. It was not just a
feast for the eyes, but one for the
mind as well.
There was no lack of local

presence as well. ST Powered
proudly displayed their track
machines, much to the delight of
many. It is not everyday that one
gets the chance to get up-close with
these fully-prepped rides and it was
not one to be missed. Jeep Chee
Trading’s wide range of exhaust
systems also caught the attention
of many. Not only do such systems
bring about a meaner exhaust note,
they also improve the performance
of your ride. Moving on to exterior
enhancements, Aeimpex’s range of
CarbonRevo carbon fibre products
didn’t
disappoint.
Reasonable
pricing coupled with top-notch
quality sure made them stand out
from the competition. Over at Ode
to Studio, many were wowed by
the creative composition abilities of
their photographers as well as the
convenience of their drive-in studio.
What can be better than to capture
your precious ride in print?
The wide selection of products and
services was not the only thing to
shout about. Purchasing straight
from the manufacturers also meant
greater savings and who would be
better to answer your queries than
the manufacturers themselves!
Automotive publications also made

their presence felt at the 3-day
event. Of course, we were also
present along with a track-ready
Audi S4 in tow (check out our feature
of the car on pg 18!) With our svelte
models flashing their pearly whites
and gamely posing with the car, they
sure attracted loads of attention
from shutterbugs and fans alike.
Readers could also pick up current
and past issues of REV while copies
Top Gear Singapore were available
for purchase. With the help of the
good people over at Canon, fans
were able to have their photos taken
and printed instantly as a keepsake.
Without a doubt, babes and cars
go together like peanut butter and
jelly. Gorgeous race queens were
present at almost every other booth
and photographers were constantly
kept busy, snapping away at every
opportunity they could lay their
lenses on. Stage performances and
overseas race queens also kept
the crowd entertained and over at
the outdoor carpark, professional
drifters kept many at the edge of
their seats with their daring live drift
demos throughout the day.
We look forward to seeing what else
MPT Group has up their sleeves in
the months to come!
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TASTEFULLY
Lyonel’s Mk5 gets our stamp of approval

Present a bone-stock to an avid petrol
head and he can go on for hours
about his plans for the car. You may,
or may not agree with him, as styling
and power goals are issues which
I consider pretty personal. Dynoqueen rides may wow the crowd with
their 800HP and 1000Nm figures,
but try unleashing all that power on
tight circuits and you’ll more often
than not find yourself sliding all over

the place. Likewise, chrome-trimmed
door handles and window visors may
turn you on, but clean sleek lines
with touches of carbon fibre whets
my appetite. In a nutshell, one man’s
meat may be another man’s poison.
Mk5
But the question beckons, what
do you do when presented with
Volkswagen’s best selling model,

the Golf? With over 27 million units
sold, one would find it hard to fault
especially since it has numerous best
car of the year awards under its belt.
Lyonel was faced with a similar
question upon purchasing his Golf
GTI Mk5. With looks and performance
even in stock trim, it was an extremely
well-balanced ride. One wrong turn
down Tuning Ave and it would be

deemed disastrous in the eyes of Golf
purists.
Should you attempt to comb the
World Wide Web for reviews on the
Golf, you’ll probably have to spend
a day going through every single
one of them. Here though, we bring
to you Lyonel’s uncut and unedited
response which pretty much sums it
all up. “I chose the Golf GTI because

08 AUGUST 2011
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Carbon is always lov

e!

Finely crafted GruppeM ram-air intake

it is an extremely well-built car. I have
a cousin and aunt who are driving the
GTI and they have nothing but praises
for it. I decided to test drive it at the
showroom and I felt that no other
normal street car could come close to
its power, handling and looks.”
The stars eventually did align (not
that it happens very often nowadays)
and the papers were signed. “I was

fortunate that COE prices were low
back when I got my GTI. It cost me
less than $100,000 inclusive of a year’s
roadtax.” We then started reminiscing
about the good old days were COE
premiums were reasonably-priced,
unlike the astronomical asking price
of a piece of paper these days. I
probably could go on talking about
it… but let’s not steal the spotlight
from Lyonel’s car.

Getting Started
Keeping in line with the fundamentals
of performance tuning, the car got its
share of intake and exhaust upgrades.
A hybrid intake system consisting of a
mix-and-match of a GruppeM carbon
fibre ram air system and a Neuspeed
P-Flo air intake kit feeds the engine
with cooler, oxygen-rich atmospheric
air. At the front, a larger S3 intercooler
further lowers the intake temperature

before entry
chambers.

to

the

combustion

Once combustion is complete,
exhaust gases are taken care by a
full 3” turbo-back exhaust system
from Eurojet that was personally
brought in by Lyonel himself. Styling
cue taken from the Golf R32 exhaust
system sees the exhaust gases
exiting beneath the center of the
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COVER CAR

Fast Facts: Volkswagen
Golf GTI 2.0A (Mk5)
ENGINE

rear bumper via twin polished tips,
instead of the conventional left sided
exit point.
Rather than allow engine movement
to make off with precious amounts
of torque, a Neuspeed torque mount
was employed to ensure all is held
tightly in place. To fully extract the
performance his car was capable of,
Lyonel handed the keys over to the
competent tuners at Horizon Auto
Tuners (HAT). Upon completion of
the stage 2 in-house tuning, the car
now has an output of 282bhp and
410Nm of torque, as measured on a
rolling road.
Now, let me first admit that I’ve a
thing for aftermarket brake kits hence
it was of little wonder that what I
first noticed when I laid my eyes on
the car was its Brembo brake kit.

Housed within 18” Advan RS rims,
a set of Brembo RS5 8-pot callipers
paired with 365mm cross-drilled
discs provides all the stopping power
Lyonel will ever need. A custom
silver top coat was applied to the
calipers, matching it perfectly with
the black rims and white body of the
GTI. Elsewhere, HAT undercarriage
magic bars mated with a Eibach
Pro System suspension kit worked
their wonders in stiffening up the
chassis and provided Lyonel with a
sharper steering response as well as
improved handling.
Now that performance and ride
characteristics have been improved
on, Lyonel then decided that it was
time to spruce up the interior and
exterior of his ride. OSIR products
were chosen for most of the
aesthetic enhancements. These

include a front lip with a carbon
diffuser, side skirts with carbon
inserts, carbon mirror covers and a
carbon dashboard trim. Wrapping
it all up (literally) are decals specially
customised by JJ Decalhub which
gives the car a stealthy black and
white theme.
Sprinting down the streets
With the intention of building a daily
driven car that provides occasional
short bursts of fun, the power curve
of Lyonel’s GTI fits the plan like a
glove. In my humble opinion, this
GTI, though not gut-wrenching quick,
is the epitome of what a fun street
ride should be like. 410Nm of torque
from a quick spooling turbo, bits of
carbon adorning the right pieces and
extremely well mannered handling
characteristics; what else can we
possibly ask for?

Custom HAT In-House Stage 2 Tuning,
Hybrid Air Intake System (GruppeM RamAir Intake & Neuspeed P-Flo Air Intake
System), S3 intercooler, AGIP Racing Oil,
Neuspeed Torque mount

DRIVETRAIN
6 speed DSG

UNDERCARRIAGE

18” Advan RS Rims, Michelin Pilot Sport
3 Tyres, Brembo RS5 8-pot Front BBK
w/365mm Rotors, HAT Undercarriage
Magic Bars, HEL Stainless Steel Brake
Hoses, Eibach Pro System Suspension Kit

CABIN

OSIR Carbon Side Door Panel Stripes,
OSIR Alloy Replacement Paddle Shifters,
OSIR Carbon Dash Board Trim

EXTERIOR

OSIR Carbon Front Grille with OSIR Badge,
OSIR Front Lip with Carbon Diffuser,
OSIR Fog Light Covers, OSIR Side Skirts
with Carbon Inserts, OSIR Carbon Rear
Roof Spoiler, OSIR Carbon Mirror Covers,
Black LED Tail Lamp, Custom Decal by JJ
Decalhub

EXHAUST

Eurojet R32-Style Full 3” Turbo-back
Exhaust System

OSIR carbon mirror cover
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
BRAKE TECHNOLOGY
For Road And Track 100% Asbestos Free
Elig Ceramic Brake Pads are made from ceramic fibers, filler material, bonding agents and small amounts of copper fibers
within them, Because they’re mostly ceramic, these brake pads dissipate heat well, which keeps performance strong, even
after repeated hard braking. They also don’t break down very much with repeated use, that means they produce less dust
compare to other types of brake pads and the dust that they do produce is lighter in color and doesn’t stick to the wheels.
SPORTS VERSION
( SP CARBON )

ADVANCE VERSION
( S+ )

• High Temperature Resistance
• Dissipate Heat Well
• Quieter & Lighter

Installations
available at
our dealers’
workshop

• Comfort Upon Braking
• Reduced Wear & Tear Of The Brake Disc
• Environmental Friendly
• Complete Non-Asbestos
• Less Dust Produce And Doesn’t Stick To
The Wheels

HIGH
PERFORMANCE OIL
• Hyper-U99i Ultra Viscosity Elastic Annex
(Additive Exclusive to ASIA), special
additive that coats all friction surfaces,
providing a protection layer which
greatly reduces wear & tear, enhancing
engine performance due to the “hot &
humid” climate in Asia
• Excellent low temperature starts and cold
start protection
• High temperature stability
• Superb oil pressure for more power

100% SYNTHETIC
API SM

• Low engine noise
• Engine Cleaning Additive based on API
requirements to meet automobile
manufactures standards
• Oil film retention

MADE IN JAPAN

• Shear resistance & anti-friction properties

BLAZE TRADING SERVICES Tel: 6841 3724 Website: www.blaze-trading.com / www.kic-oil.com Email: salesenquiry@blaze-trading.com
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MODS

1. Unichip Q+

2. Aero-Mesh

A sophisticated supplemental computer, Unichip Q+ can
be seamlessly integrated into your vehicle’s existing
engine management system and gives your tuner
the power to fine-tune the engine according
to your needs. This universal tuning solution
will enables control over timing, fuelling and
even boost if necessary. It can also control
additional fuel injectors and nitrous/water
injection and is available for a wide range of
vehicles.
Dynotechnica – 6841 1304

The soft and flexible construction of the Aero-Mesh will fit
comfortably in most modern day airboxes. When intake air
passes through the Aero-Mesh, it will harness the energy
from two common electromagnetic waves that come
together from two different converging vectors
or angles and create Scalar Energy. Instantly
improve your low-end torque and increase your
engine’s power with this simple but extremely
useful piece of technology.
LHN Trading – 9001 1086

3. S90 70mm Throttle Body

4. Tanabe Lowering Spring

Designed specifically for the Mitsubishi Lancer CS3, this
S90 throttle body kit gives you the ability to supply more
air to the intake manifold. Rather than boring out you’re
your factory throttle body, invest in this 70mm offering
and you will never look back. Made from high quality
AL6061 aluminum, the S90 features a special
billet throttle blade and shaft that will increase
throttle response as well as acceleration.

Increase the handling capabilities of your car
and give it a drop in ride height with Tanabe’s
DF210 lowering springs. Despite offering a
35-40mm drop, you will still experience a
comfortable ride. Your lowered ride will also
have a lower center of gravity which results in
less body roll. Swap out those factory springs
and you’ll certainly enjoy the benefits that these
Tanabe springs bring.

Fabulous-X – 6841 7697

Jeep Chee – 6745 4700

MODIFICATIONS 101
Go Faster, Stop Quicker, Turn Better
& Enjoy a Better Performance overall with these Products

5. AMSOIL Signature Series 0W-30

6. Hage Power ECU

AMSOIL Signature Series 0W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil is
truly the industry benchmark in lubrication solution.
Engineered with the world’s finest synthetic base oils
and high performance additives, this fully synthetic
motor oil is designed for those who demand the
absolute best from their engine oil. The exclusive
“extended drain” formulation delivers superior
engine protection and maximum fuel economy.

Despite only being a piggyback ECU, the Hage Power
ECU boasts of features that would make others pale
in comparison. It is a fully programmable engine
management system which allows control over
numerous fuel and ignition parameters through the
vehicle’s factory ECU. Suitable for most EFI cars
regardless if it is running a NA, turbo-charged or
super-charged setup, installation is also a breeze
with the plug and play harness.

BH Auto – 6559 8944

Hage Distribution – 8488 6998

7. SPARK Turbo Ester Syn 10W50

8. Bardahl Syn Pulsar-N 5W40

SPARK Turbo Ester Syn 10W50 is an Ester-based
fully synthetic motor oil formulated to give maximum
protection even during periods of fast road or
competitive driving. The excellent overall performance
of this motor oil exceeds the requirements of many
engine manufacturers and is suitable for use in both
petrol and diesel engines. It is highly recommended
for performance vehicles where wear and high
temperature protection is critical.

A top-tier fully synthetic engine oil from Bardahl, the
Syn Pulsar-N proves its worth by being specifically
approved by Daimler AG for use in Mercedes
Benz’s engines. Not only does it meet, but it also
exceeds many industry and OEM standards with
its exceptional protection against sludge, varnish
deposits and frictional wear. Recommended for use
in modern gasoline and diesel engines including
turbocharged units.

SPARK Car Care – 6746 0666

Bardahl – 6634 0600

9. Akrapovic Exhaust System for
Volkswagen Scirocco R

10. Rotora 6-pot Big Brake Kit

This slip-on exhaust system from Akrapovic gives the most powerful
variant of the Scirocco line-up what it truly
deserves. Weighing
less and being more powerful that the factory
unit, this exhaust
system also adds a sportier exhaust note to
the hot hatch from
Volkswagen. Expect an increase
of 4HP
and 4Nm of torque over
the
stock exhaust.

Stopping in the blink of an eye is now possible
with this Rotora 6-pot big brake kit. Consisting
of high quality calipers, rotors, brackets and
pads, this set of Rotora brakes will make a
great difference to the stopping capabilities of
your ride. Hailing from a new breed of brakes,
this offering from Rotora exceeds most other
aftermarket systems in terms of both quality
and performance.

Works Performances – 6842 4566

Motec – 6265 3558
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$10

WHY WORRY NO ACCESSORIES & WORKSHOP

OPEN AT NIGHT?

CASH VOUCHER WITH
PURCHASE OF $100 ABOVE
INCLUDING PROMO &
NON-PROMO ITEMS

OPEN DAILY EXCEPT PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

FROM 3PM - 3AM

(CANNOT BE
COMBINED
WITH OTHER
VOUCHERS)

ALL SERVICING PACKAGES COMES WITH FREE CAR WASH

$176*

MOTUL

$165*

$165*

Free
wiper

Free
wiper

HKS NA RACING

HKS TURBO
RACING

LIQUI MOLY
TOPTECH

FREE
UMBRELLA
FK MASSIMO

SERVICING

AT MOTEC WITH
JUST

$88

CHANGE
• 4 Litres Engine Oil
• Oil Filler (original or equivalent)

AUDIO
SYSTEM

CLEAN
• Air Filter

$70
RDS

Door Handle Lights

Getz Bodykit

HKS/ API/ Drift Racing/ Tanabe

O

Spring Stiffener
Sizes A, B, C, D, E, F, B+
(with Installation)

Lexus IS250

Kia Coupe

ING Bodykit

CS3 Bodykit

BRAKE KIT

Swift Bodykit

FORGED

$120
Carbon Fibre
Sticker Wrap

Subaru ver.9 CF
CS3 Vortex C/F Bonnet Motec Style Bonnet

Audi A5 3.2 Coupe

Fr

$1000

$780

With 1year
warranty
and Installation

BODYKIT

CF WRAP

0
$N7W8
ARDS

With 1year warranty
and Installation

O

LED Door light

CARBON FIBRE BONNET

With 1year warranty
and Installation

0
$N1W2
ARDS

ONWA

COILOVER

Tanabe , HKS, JS Racing, Drift Racing

Car Battery

CAR LED LOGO

HID CONVERSION KIT

Leg Room LED

LTA COMPLIANT EXHAUST

Borch & Boliden

LUBRICATE
• 4 Battery Terminal
• Door Hinges

CHECK
• Air-con Belt & Fan Belt
• Handbrake, Horns & Wipers
• Indicators & Lighting
• Transmission & Axle Oil Level
• Tyres & Tyre Pressure

$FO3R02

FD JS C/F Bonnet

ENOC

$FO5R04

with installation + 1 yr agent warranty

EC

FREE
UMBRELLA

CUSTOMISE LED

PIONEER
4350DVD

Free
engine
flush or
protector

TEAM MOT

$98

PENNZOIL

AGIP

TOP-UP
• Battery Water
• Brake, Clutch, Power Steering Fluid
• Radiator Coolant
• Windshield Washer System

ENJOY EXPRESS

$128*

Q-MAX 5W40

X REV

$108*

$118*

$128*

BLITZ 5W40

$128*

HKS SUPER
RESPONSE

LIQUI MOLY
HIGHTECH

Free
engine
flush or
protector

SONAX 5W40

$135*

Free
engine
flush &
protector

$128*

$128*

$138*

$148*

Spy
Alarm

Carbon Fibre
Sticker Wrap

3A Car Mat

K Sport
Brake Kit

AP Racing
Brake Kit

P Max Ver. 6

ROTORA
Brake Kit

FORGED Racing
Radiator

Solar Film

Strut Bars

0
$N1W5
ARDS
O

5
$N1W1
ARDS

8
$N2W4
ARDS

$50
RDS

ONWA

O

60mm Pro Sport /
Depo Racing

ANY 3

Sound Proofing

FOR

$439

5
$E1
ACH

O

ON

Hella Horn

LED Day Light
with Signal

$W5A0
RDS

Grounding
cable
Oil Cap

$60
RDS

ONWA

$A2C8AR0

0
$N1W2
ARDS
O

Vortex & Varis (R) C/F GT Wing

$A 4PA5IR
$128

LL +
W/INSTA H
SWITC

Radiator

MOTEC AUTO ACCESSORIES

Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-10 Singapore 628455 Tel: 6265 3558 www.motec.com.sg
LED, HID, Sound System, Carbon Fiber, Alarm System, Car Servicing And Maintenance, Performance Part,
Exhaust System, Sound Proofing, Customized Floor Mat, Car Batteries, Bodykit and many more.

Your Ideal Car Accessories Distributor and Retailer.

Motec_200711.indd 1
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FEATURE CAR

EGALLY QUICK
This Lancer proves that performance doesn’t necessarily involve illegal modifications
The first Lancer model rolled off
Mitsubishi’s production line back
in the early 70s, 1973 to be exact.
Back then, it served to fill the gap
between the Minica kei car and the
larger Galant. This family car built
my Mitsubishi Motors has since seen
over six million units sold.

Photographer Bryan Law / Metamorphosis Production

Due to high taxes imposed on local
car buyers, those who are looking
for a basic mode of transportation
would be attracted to no-frills and
reliable autos such as this offering
from Tokyo-based Mitsubishi Motors.
It is hence of no great surprise that
the 4-door sedan model is constantly
racking up decent sales figures over
here.
Staying On the Right Side of the Law
What initially started life as a bonestock Mitsubishi Lancer CS3, in the
hands of Jeremy soon became one
hell of a naturally aspirated monster.
High performance vehicles are no
strangers to him having previously
owned the iconic and still ever-popular
1992 Honda Civic, Jeremy knew
in-and-outs of performance tuning
like the back of his hand. Due to the
nature of his job, Jeremy comes into
contact with highly modified vehicles
on a daily basis and the temptation to

do up his ride soon kicked in.
Well aware of the strict local
regulations governing the modification
of vehicles, Jeremy decided to stick to
a fully legal approach for his build. No
one likes to restrict themselves when
it comes to driving their precious ride
just to escape the eagle eyes of law
enforcers. Jeremy further emphasised
his point, “One should enjoy his ride
whenever he wants to and not have
to play a game of hide-and-seek with
our men in white. With my ride being
compliant with LTA regulations, I can
have a peace of mind whenever I’m
on the road.”
Jeremy’s job at Fabulous-X gave
him the luxury of being able to select
from a wide range of products. The
wide network of Fabulous-X also
allowed him to obtain parts from
around the world as well as perform
customisation works.
Let’s Begin
The outlook of this 8th generation
Lancer was kept relatively stock.
This was no Lancerlution build hence
you will not find mismatched front
bumpers that look extremely out of
place. Touches like a front grille from
a turbo-charged sibling that sits in

place of the factory piece and a pair
of Aero Mirror gives the car a sportier
outlook without going over the top.
Fabulous-X’s signature front v-lip was
bolted onto the front bar and a weightsaving CF bonnet held in place by
sturdy bonnet pins completes the list
cosmetic enhancements at the front.
At the rear, clear tail lamps with tinted
signals and a roof-mounted diffuser
easily distinguishes this car from the
rest.
Beneath the CF bonnet from
Fabulous-X lies the pride and joy
of Jeremy. Careful planning and
preparation went into this build
and each component was carefully
pieced together with top-notch
precision. A Hurricane air filter takes
in cold, denser atmospheric air via
the custom CAI attached to a Billion
front-mounted air funnel and before
sending it to the large 70mm Super 90
throttle body. D1Spec products such
as a fuel pressure regulator, oil cooler
and crank pulley all work in harmony
in producing the linear torque curve
of this ride. To ensure that the ride
passes the strict LTA requirements, a
fully-legal Drift Racing exhaust system
is picked instead of illegal aftermarket
ones. When extracting more horses
from an engine, you will inevitably

subject it to more abuse than what it
was originally designed for. To cope
with the additional stress, Jeremy had
his engine rebuilt and blueprinted to
his desired specifications. Ignition and
fuel mapping is handled by a Greddy
E-Manage Ultimate ECU and you’ll be
pleasantly surprised at the number of
horses it is currently putting down.
Straight line speed wasn’t the only
concern that Jeremy had. The car had
to handle well through the corners and
stop in a heartbeat as well. For that, a
set of D1Spec Coilover, a
variety of chassis stiffening
bars and a 6-pot brake kit
from D1Spec were bolted
onto the car. Sticky black
rubbers in the form of
Toyo R1R aid in improving
traction when riding on the
tarmac.
Cabin upgrades were
also introduced during the
build. Rare pieces such
as a Ralliart handbrake
console and a white-face
speedometer cluster sets
this car apart from the
others. Defi Advance CR
gauges display all the
information Jeremy needs
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to ensure the engine is running in
optimal condition while seated in his
body-hugging Sparco seat.

Perfectly legal NA goodness

Conclusion
Having covered almost all the bases
(legal ones that is), Jeremy is satisfied
with what he has managed to extract

from the Lancer’s 1.6L engine.
Despite his hunger for more power,
the consequences that come along
with that are not worth the potential
gains. We would say that’s a pretty
wise decision, as the chase for more
power is never-ending, much less to
mention the huge costs involved.

Fast Facts: Mitsubishi
Lancer 1.6M (CS3)
ENGINE

Fabulous-X Custom CAI with Hurricane
Air Filter, Billion Air Funnel, Super
90 70mm Throttle Body, D1Spec
Oil Cooler, D1Spec Fuel Pressure
Regulator, D1Spec Voltage Stabiliser,
D1Spec Super Earth, D1Spec Radiator
Cap, D1Spec Crank Pulley, Custom
Camshafts, Blueprinted Engine, Custom
Cylinder Head Porting, Fabulous-X
Aluminum Radiator, Greddy E-Manage
Ultimate

DRIVETRAIN

Custom 4.9 Final Drive, Exedy 3-puck
Racing Clutch, Custom Short Shifter

UNDERCARRIAGE

D1Spec
Fully-Adjustable
Coilover,
D1Spec 6-pot Big Brake Kit, Custom
Brake Stopper, Alutec Front Strut Bar,
Alutec Lower Tie Bar, Summit Rear
Strut Bar, D1Spec 22mm Rear Anti-roll
Bar, D1Spec Room Bar, D1Spec Front
Brace, Toyo Proxes R1R

EXTERIOR

Fabulous-X Front V-Lip, Fabulous-X
Aero Mirror, Fabulous-X Carbon Fibre
Bonnet, D1Spec Bonnet Pins, Carbon
Fibre Door Pillars, CS5 Front Grille

Tastefully but not overly dressed

CABIN

Sparco Steering Wheel, D1Spec Carbon
Fibre Gear Knob, Evo 9 Center Console,
Ralliart Handbrake Console, D1Spec
Shift Lamp, 2.4L Mitsubishi Lancer
White-Face Cluster, HUD, Defi Advance
CR Gauges (Water Temperature, Oil
Temperature & Oil Pressure), Sparco
Pro 2000 Driver Seat, Evo 7 Recaro
Passenger Seat

s

EXHAUST

Drift Racing 4-2-1 Extractor & Cat-Back
Exhaust System (LTA-approved)

Jeremy’s office while on the road
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PARTS

1. LED Tail Lamp for VW Golf Mk6

2. Daytime Running Light (DRL)

Give your VW Golf a facelift with these brand new LED
tail lamps that will also help add life to the car’s overall
sporty image. Featuring LED rear light and stop light
and an impressive high-sheen finish with the latest
clear glass design, you’re guaranteed to make
a lasting impression on all the cars that
are trailing behind you.

With this bright daytime running light, you will
definitely dazzle the crowd wherever you go.
Encased in splash and moisture-proof enclosure,
you don’t have to worry about
condensation appearing over
time. This DRL adds a tinge of
style during the day and increases
visibility at night. You are also able to
customise the position of the LEDs to
suit your taste.
Chuan Lee Hin – 6862 6818

McWell Ventures – 8139 0848

3. Rainbow LED

4. Sparco Kid Seat

Should you wish to customize the colours of your LEDs, look no
further than this Rainbow LED. This LED strip consists of numerous
high powered, ultra bright LEDs and there are 99 different settings to
choose from. A controller allows you to configure the colour as well as
the settings of the LEDs to your liking.

Share the joys of your favourite Sparco seat with your
little one with Sparco’s very own kid seat! Available in
eye-catching red, blue or black, this Group II + III kid
seat is suitable for children between 15 – 36kg (312 years old approx) and weighs 4.16kg. Ensure the
safety of your kid with this high quality Sparco product
that also features Sparco racing seat styling and an
embroidered Sparco logo.

Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

Concorde Auto – 6292 0087

GADGETS & GIZMOS
There's no point in having a powerful car
if it doesn't have the right accessories to complement it.

5. Boot Spoiler for BMW E60/90

6. Customised Airbrushed Bonnet

Owners of continental
makes seldom go beyond
a few subtle touches in fear
of ruining the overall looks of the car.
However, this boot spoiler for the BMW E60/90
will not only add to the overall appeal of the Beemer,
but also sets you aside from the crowd without turning
your Beemer into a distastefully dressed-up automotive.

In the hands of the skilled artists at BrushWerkz, you
will be able to take the exterior styling of your car
to a whole new level. Rather than giving it a new
coat of paint or dressing it up with vinyl graphics,
why not get your favourite design airbrushed
onto your car! If you’re clueless about what
graphics to go for, speak to the creative people
at BrushWerkz and they will do their utmost
best to come up with something to your liking.

Fabulous-X – 6841 7697

BrushWerkz – 9100 8582

7. SmartDetail

8. Liqui Moly Klima Fresh

SmartDetail is a spray-and-wipe wax product
that restores that just-waxed, deep, wet-looking
shine in just minutes. A single spray wipes away
fingerprints, water spots, dust, and other harmful
contaminants, leaving behind a rich, spectacular
shine that lasts. Restore the shine between
washes with this great product from SmartWax.

Remove unpleasant odours that are caused by
bacteria and mould in air conditioning systems,
ventilation ducts and vehicle interiors with Liqui
Moly’s Klima Fresh. Requiring just a mere 10
minutes, it is simple to use and does not require
the removal of pollen or dust filters. It leaves a
pleasant, fresh fragrance behind and helps in
preventing allergic reactions as well.

Auto Maxima – 6552 1351

JT Global – 6457 7330

9. Car LED Logo

10. BMW X6 H-Style Aero Kit

Looking to dress up the badge that your ride proudly
wears? Well you can put an end to the hunt. The guys
at Motec are now able to adorn the badge with
exquisite, high-powered LEDs that will instantly
transform the way it looks. Head over to Motec
and let your badge shine!

Beef up the presence of your BMW X6 with Miracle’s
H-Style aero kit. With its aggressively-styled
front and rear bars, your ride will easily
turn the heads of bystanders as you
cruise past them. Two pairs of DRL
adorn the front and increases visibility
while roof and boot spoilers add the
finishing touches to the kit.

Motec – 6265 3558

Miracle Body Workz – 6468 3096
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FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

BEST BUY
IN TOWN!!

D1Spec Mini 6 Pistons Caliper

M I N I 6 P O T B R A K E K I T F I T M E N T S U I T A B L E F O R O E 15 ” W H E E L S

Material
T2024 Aluminum Alloy
Forming Way
4000 Ton Hot Forging In High Temperature
Surface Material
Kiln Dried Nanotech Painting
Corresponding Disc
286/302/320mm
Dimension Of Pistons
32/32/28mm

S T E E L B R A I D E D H O S E A T $ 110 O N LY !

SURE
STOPPING
POWER

Brake Disc

Main Material
FC-28 And Added Various Alloy

Brake Pad

MINI 6 POT BRAKE KIT

BIG 6 POT BRAKE KIT

ROTOR SIZE 386MM/302MM/320MM

$1688

MINI 4 POT BRAKE KIT

ROTOR SIZE 330MM/355MM

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS!

ROTOR SIZE 330MM/355MM

SUPERIOR BRAKING PERFORMANCE!

Rotor

The all new D1Spec brake kit is a new breed of brake system that meets of exceeds
most aftermarkets brake systems in quality and performance that is in today’s market.
Further test result shows 55% more braking power then all OEM specifications.
POWER WITHOUT D1SPEC BRAKE KIT IS NOTHING...

SPOILER

Main Material
Iron

Piston

Main Material
Aluminum Added Alloy

60MM ADVANCE SYS CR GAUGES

ALL NEW D1SPEC COILOVER!

*Twin tube design damper for stability/comfort
*Twin tube design damper gets harder as the force increases,
reducing body roll and still maintaining smooth ride quality
*Cold-bent spring is designed to optimize the balance
between performance and comfort
*28 Levels of dampening adjustability (compression/rebound)
*Height adjustment from 30mm-90mm
*Separate ride height and spring pre-load adjustments
*Aluminum alloy construction for spring seat and locks
*Suitable for street and hard driving conditions
*Available for most cars makes
*One year warranty
*Free alignment for all D1spec coilover purchase

FRONT GRILLE

Temperature
0-550 o & 50-720 o
Main Material
Compound Pottery, Carbon
Color
Silver
Product Features
No Abnormal Sound

&

=
OIL PRESS

TURBO

VOLT

WATER TEMP

BLUE

RED

OIL TEMP
....................................................................................................................................................................................................

&

=
INTAKE
MANIFOLD
PRESSURE

E-THROTTLE CONTROLLER

$188

TURBO

OIL TEMP

WATER TEMP

WHITE

VOLT

RED

THE ALL NEW D1SPEC GAUGES WITH INTERCHANGEABLE COLOURS!

EARTHING & VOLTAGE
STABILIZER

$168

SUPER EARTH

$148

VSD IV
MORE PICK
UP POWER

BETTER
DISTRIBUTION
OF ELECTRIC
CURRENT

For BMW E60, E90, E92, X3, X5
and 1 Series

For BMW
E60, E90 and IS250

Helps To Control Acceleration
+ Fuel Efficiency

Helps To Increase Power
Through Reinforce Grounding

STAR

VIPER

SEAT
RAIL

CARBON FIBRE PRODUCTS

EVO 10 / EX

FORESTER

SUBARU GDA/B

EURO

E8

FROM
$688 PER
PAIR

SEAT
ROLLER

BMW 5 SERIES

Helps To Enhance Spark
Plug Firing

100% UNBREAKABLE PU V-LIP
CARBON
SPOILER FIT/
JAZZ

MITSUBISHI: LANCER CS/EX,COLT
SUBARU: IMPREZA/WRX MY 04-08,LEGACY
SUZUKI: SWIFT/SWIFT SPORT
HONDA: STREAM, CIVIC ES/FD, FIT/JAZZ, ACCORD CL7

SUBARU GRB

All Servicing
Packages
SERVICING
Include Oil
FROM
Filter and
FREE 12
Point Checks

$88

PENNZOIL PLATINUM 5W40

GREDDY 10W40

CUSCO 5W40

OWS MULTILIGHT

Fabulous-X Pte Ltd

51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-21 Paya Ubi Industrial Park Singapore 408933
HP: 9667 7711 Tel: 65-6841 7697, 65-6841 9329 Fax: 65-6841 2024
0% interest free installment plans available
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FEATURE CAR

PURE S4TISFACT
Caged, supercharged and tearing down Sepang’s straights – This S4 is set to impress
Sitting quietly in a warehouse located
off the western shores of our island,
this Audi S4, albeit its Quattro-inspired
colours, might not exactly strike you
as a full race-bred model fresh out
of the Ingolstadt production line.
However, should you venture further
and attempt to take a closer look at
its interior, you’ll come to realise this
is no run-off-the-mill S-badged Audi.
Tracing Its Roots
Starting life as a test mule at Audi’s
Ingolstadt factory in Germany, this
LHD model of the S4 was initially
destined for doom. With plans of
scrapping the car in the pipeline, Audi
Singapore wasted no time in offering
to purchase the car. And like they say,
the rest is history.
The original intention was never to
build an all-out race car which is
capable of generating huge amounts
of lateral Gs. What Audi Singapore
had in mind though, was a car that
reflects Audi’s sporting pedigree. The
car in mind has to be docile enough to
be driven by the first-time track-goer,
reliable even after countless hot laps,
yet sufficiently nimble and quick so as
to chase down the competition.

You can’t really tell this V6 puts out 435PS, can you?

As tough and capable road-going
Audis may be, circuit driving presents
whole new levels of accelerated wear
and stress on the vehicle. The luxury
of a dedicated track machine would
allow them to outfit the car with the
necessary equipment to perform as
well as withstand such abuse. Of
course, safety was also an issue that
had to be addressed as well.
Pursuit of Balance
Internationally-celebrated
precision
German engineering was employed

throughout the S4’s build. For
starters, accommodation for the rear
passengers were thrown out and a
custom, hand-welded roll cage was
bolted in.
Due to the complexity of the cage,
multiple panels and cladding had to
be removed. Besides ensuring the
safety of the occupants, the roll cage
also serves to increase the rigidity
and reduce flexing of the chassis.
Upfront, contour hugging Recaro
buckets will hold you firmly as you

concentrate on clipping the apexes.
Safety of the driver and his passenger
is further enhanced through the use of
matching Raemco 4-point harnesses.
With 333 PS and 440Nm of torque
from the factory, the S4 packs a decent
punch even in stock form. The century
sprint takes a mere 5.3 seconds and
goes till 250km/h, electronically limited
of course. Despite a smaller 3.0L
V6 as compared to its predecessor,
the implementation of a Roots-style
Eaton mechanical supercharger gave

Photographer Bryan Law / Metamorphosis Production

Staring into the eye of the S4
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ABT rims with matching brakes

most cars in its class a good run
for their money.
Audi Singapore wasn’t satisfied
with factory figures though.
Roping in the expertise of
ABT Sportsline, champions of
numerous DTM series, an ABT
high-flowing exhaust system
was installed to allow exhaust
gases to exit quickly. Next up
was a remap of the ECU to fully
unleash the hidden potential of
the car. The end result was a 102
PS gain, one that left the guys
grinning from ear to ear.
A set of ABT 6-pot calipers
paired with 380mm rotors now
resides behind the 19” ABT
forged rims that are wrapped

with performance orientated Michelin
Pilot Sport Cup tyres. These handling
enhancements allow the driver to
further push the car to its limits and
experience the pure joy of driving the
Audi S4.
There’s More to Come
Members of the media and VIPs
were invited to take the car through
its paces over at Sepang on two
separate occasions. Based on the
feedback of the participants, changes
such as thicker anti-roll bars and
a louder, more aggressive exhaust
system were performed.
When it comes to pursuing perfection,
procrastination is certainly not in
Audi Singapore’s dictionary. “We’ll
continue to do minor development

work with this car to see how much
more we can extract from it. So in a
sense, the car will remain in the R&D
stage for a bit longer. However, we
do not wish to stray from the original
plans we had for the car, which was
to build a reliable track machine that
most drivers could easily handle.”
Committed to showcasing the finesse
of Audi’s performance marques, Audi
Singapore has lined up a series of
events such as the coveted Audi
Sportscar Experience. Participants
will get a chance to learn from a team
of professional drivers the finer points
of driving spiritedly in Audi’s top-ofthe-line performance models. Expect
to see this track-prepped S4 in fullswing action on the tarmac in the
upcoming months!

Fast Facts: Audi S4 3.0 TFSI
Quattro S-tronic (Typ 8K)
ENGINE
ECU Remap to 435 PS (Up from 333 PS)

UNDERCARRIAGE

Fully-adjustable Race Suspension, Thicker
Strut & Anti-roll Bars, 19” ABT Forged Alloy
Rims, Michelin Pilot Sport Cup Tyres, ABT
6-pot Big Brake Kit

CABIN

Custom Full Roll-Cage, 2 x Recaro Bucket
Seat, 2 x Raemco 4-point Racing Harness,
Hand-operated Fire Extinguisher

EXHAUST

ABT Stainless Steel Exhaust System
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PURE POWER

BMW X5 M / X6 M

Evolution Homologated System
Available Models:
Audi S5 / TTS
BMW 335i / M3 / M6 / X5M / X6M
John works Copper S / Cooper S Cabrio
Mitsubishi EVO X

NISSAN 370Z / GT-R R35
Porsche 911 Carrera / S / Cabriolet / 911 GT2
/ GT3 / RS / 911 Turbo / Panamera Turbo
Volkswagen Golf GTI - Mark VI / Scirocco R

Coming Soon:
BMW 1 Series M Coupe (1M)
Lamborghini Gallardo

MAKE YOUR OWN SOUND
Harley Davidson Sportser - Fourty-Eight
Open & Homologated System

Available Models: Sportster / Touring / DYNA / Softail

Open valve system (optional)

ABSOLUTE TORQUE RESOLUTE POWER
Works Performances Pte Ltd.

14 Arumugam Road #01-01 Lion Building C S409959 Tel: 6842 4566
Email: workmoto@singnet.com.sg Website: www.works-performances.com
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I.C.E. REVIEW

1. Pioneer GM-6500F
Stylishly designed to perfectly
compliment Pioneer’s line-up
of subwoofers, the GM-6500F
also boasts of features which
would make it a perfect match for
Pioneer’s range of speakers.

subwoofer and the large toroidal
transformer, driven using a highspeed switching MOSFET, allows
for an enhanced power supply
and ensures stable playback of all
types of music.

This
improved
GM-Series
amplifier allows ICE enthusiasts
to add a piece of cutting-edge
technology and more power to
their setup without breaking the
bank. This 4-channel bridgeable
amplifier puts out a whopping
760W max – plenty of juice to
power your speakers. When set
to bridge mode, all that power
can be used to drive a single

With its built-in low-pass/highpass crossovers, speaker level
inputs for easy connection to
an OEM headunit and oversized
power terminals, integrating this
amplifier into your current setup is
a fuss-free process and it will turn
your ICE experience into one that
you’ve always been yearning for.
www.pioneer.com.sg

2. Viper 3901T
Alarm System
flawless communication with the
vehicle’s electronics and operation
of individual features of the vehicle.
Despite retaining the factory keyless
entry system, it provides additional
security functions such as door,
hood, trunk and ignition protection,
a built-in shock sensor and the
Failsafe® Starter Kill. Specially
designed for continental makes, it is
only right to arm your beloved ride
with the best alarm system money
can get.

Viper’s CANBUS technology makes
upgrading your factory alarm a
walk in the park. The CANBUS
allows communication between the
alarm system and your vehicle via
a high speed digital data transfer
technology.
This
connection
requires minimal wiring yet allows
it to communicate with most of
the electronic and convenience
systems throughout the vehicle.
The 3901T is the most advanced
and
sophisticated
CANBUS
upgrade alarm on the market.
The fruit of years of research and
development, this alarm allows

Far East Auto – 9626 9092

PUSHING
BOUNDARIES

Push the tempo and take your party on the road
with these aurally powerful systems

3. Vision Head-unit
for Honda Civic FD
Specially customised for the
Honda Civic FD range, this Vision
head-unit from Autoform will
easily replace the car’s factory
built-in unit.
Equipped with an 8” touch
screen, it is capable of
supporting numerous media
formats such as MP3, MPEG5,
WMA, and JPEG. You can also
read from various media sources
including DVD, VCD, CD, USB
drives and SD-card. Apart from
providing you countless hours
on entertainment on-the-go, you
can also expect precise,
voice-guided navigation
assistance from the inbuilt GPS software.
A2DP
Bluetooth
connectivity
allows

you to make calls with ease and
last, but certainly not least, iPod
and iPhone connections are
supported as well.
In addition, expect hassle-free
installation that doesn’t involve
any splicing or cutting of your
car’s existing wiring with Vision’s
model-specific
plug-and-play
harness. Steering wheel controls
are also retained despite the
numerous additional features this
head-unit provides.

4. MTX Audio JH300
This 300W monoblock offering
from MTX Audio is designed
to deliver all the power you
could ever want to run your
JackHammer subwoofers or
JackHammer enclosure.
THE JH300 incorporates Active
Fan Cooling technology which
controls fan speed based on
volume level; the louder you
crank it, the faster the fan spins
to deliver cool air to the interior
of the amplifier where it’s needed.

It also has a sexy, stylish design
with the gloss black finishing and
large JackHammer badge. By
incorporating a new design that
allows them to be stacked, you
can rest assured you will have
sufficient boot space for your
subwoofers. Using the included
“JackStands,” you can stack up
to three amplifiers on top of each
other with a simple push and
twist, no hassle required.
Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

Autoform – 6294 5500
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• Increase engine power
• Increase engine torque
• Improve throttle response
• Remove low-end lethargy
• Remove high-end breathlessness
• Remove engine flat-spot
• Reduce engine noise
• Reduce engine vibration
• Reduce turbo lag
• Enhanced overtaking power

" More than two thousand vehicles in Singapore have already
gone through the e-power transformation. "

Free Installation,
Free Trial, Money Back-guarantee

Special Promotion!
$230

Suitable for all petrol, diesel and CNG engines.

I am a newly converted adopter of the E-PowerSystem as advertised in REV magazine. There are so many raving testimonials and there is a free trial ongoing now so why not give it a go. This is one of the best
decision I have ever made. Met Mr Lim and he installed the Intermediate System to get me initiated. The instant change is incredible as the car became smoother just with 2 devices installed. I went to the main road
and he encouraged me to floor my throttle. The car is much quicker to accelerate and I am grinning ear to ear. But this is just the beginning. Next, he let me try the stage 1 with around 10 items installed. He warned
me to be light on the throttle and get used to the power. This might sound exaggerated but his advise is very sound. My car seems to have a new life breathed into it. You will feel the same excitement as though you
just received a brand new car. At the same stretch of road where I floored my throttle, my car surged on with gusto like a raging bull. Normally, the RPM will hit 3000 and changed gear slowly as it is programmed to
be a comfortable ride. Now it pulled to 4500 and changed gears and swiftly moved to 4500 again. In the end of the test, my adrenaline is rushing and hands trembling. Sounds like I just went through the Battlestar

Money well spent!

Steven Lee / Channel Sales Executive M1 Limited (Singapore)

The car feels lighter and accelerates much faster. It is simply incredible. I am also surprise that my engine is quieter, smoother, so much more responsive and the gear change quicker and smoother. I never expected
so many positive changes to my car. Picking up speed and overtaking is a breeze. Its a dream come true. For all new owners of the E-Power System, please be light on your throttle and get used to the power and
response first before you start to “wack”. Allow yourself time to adapt to the new behavior of your car, I almost bang into the vehicle in front of me after the traffic light turns green with my usual pressure applied on
the accelerator. The E-Power System has made my drive more enjoyable and the urge to ram my car at every opportunity is almost uncontrollable. It’s like a drug addict craving for more drugs. I am not sure if this
is the only one of its kind in the world but I can assure you that no other products that I know which is available locally can give you similar results like the E-Power System. You will be amazed.

I have been looking into improving the low end torque of my car for several years now since I got my Volvo S40. It is so frustrating when my car lacks the power whenever I try to overtake. I have installed almost
every product available in the market that claims to improve the horsepower and torque of cars. Devices that look sophisticated and “hi-tech” but sadly none of them works, wasting much of my hard-earned money
and time. I wanted to give myself a last try before I give up all hope of trying to improve my car. I met Mr. Lim after reading the many testimonials advertised on the E-Power System in the Rev magazine. I was
skeptical at first but after the first installation, I could feel the instant power and response that my car display.

Continental goodness

Regards,
Sunil Kumar

I want to thank you personally for bringing new life into my old dame’ Betsy. My old mercedes benz 1989 W124 200E now has a better pick-up. The E-Power System works wonders. I was in the beginning spectical
cause mine was an old car and was wondering whether the product would work. I am currently in Stage I and am already itching for Stage II. Thank you and God bless!

Bringing new life back into your old car

K.L Tham / Honda Stream - CNG

I am a newly converted adopter of the E-Power System. I came across the system while picking up a copy of REV magazine. All this while I was looking out for a power system that could ramp up the speed of my
CNG powered Honda Stream. Looking through the testimonials and the promise of a free trial, I decided to give it a shot. I met up with Mr Lim at my place and he just stuck a few pieces of “rubber” and meshing
onto my engine. “Let’s go for a test drive” he says. I was sceptical. What can a few pieces of “rubber” do? Boy was I wrong! The engine seems to breathe new life. My ride was exhilarating! The acceleration was
awesome! My foot on the gas pedal was light and I was ahead of the likes of petrol powered cars, good makes at that and of course, even the taxis. Now even climbing hill on CNG is a breeze. Best of all, my fuel
consumption has also improve on running on CNG by at least 30km! Truly, the amazing “rubber” does what it claims! Thank you so much Mr Lim. I will be saving to purchase the next set on my petrol engine! I
will gladly recommend your wonderful system to my friends! Keep it coming!

Working its wonders on CNG engines

Marcus Chan

I am still Loving it every minute of my drive every time I drive my car!!
Thank you E-Power System and Thank you, Mr. Lim!

The same system was later transferred to my 2007 Forester and subsequently to my current 2009 2.5 Forestor XT. I no longer feel the turbo lag in my car anymore. Its like driving a powerful normal aspirated car.

Had used the E-Power System for my humble 1.4L K12 Nissan March since 2007 and have never looked back!!
Initially I was very skeptical that a few small devices could improve performance (even braking power, noise level and ‘feel’)! But once I got Mr. Lim to keep adding over a period of time, my little March could fly
on the N-S highway to KL loaded with 4 big sized adults. My March used to have difficulty accelerating from 80 km/h. E-Power System has brought me much Joy and a small “set-back” (cost of the E-Power system
Installation). I love to have my car roaring when I accelerate. E-Power System has silenced and smoothen that roar from my humble March.

Loving every minute of the drive

Testimonials

Established since 2002

We will change the way you drive!
The ONLY one of its kind in the world
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Close-up of Ultrasonic Aircharger
in a Lamborghini Gallardo

Scalar Wrap

For enquiry, appointments and on-site installation at your convenience:

Scalar Ionic Charger

Aero-Mesh

E-mail: enquiry@epowersystem.com • Website : http://epowersystem.com
Telephone: 65-63001911 • Mobile Phone Number: 65-90011086

E-Power System as installed
in a Lamborghini Gallardo

Mash Sarpowan Director of Precision Golf Academy.

Ultrasonic Aircharger

A very happy customer I am indeed since Sept 2010. How selfish we humans are by keeping the good things to ourselves. Not me. Please be informed that I am a happy customer who wishes to share information
about my new joy ride everyday. It all began when I was browsing the net and saw E-Power. What? Driving a 7.5 seconds 0-100km/hr MRS 2007, I called and had an appointment that took several minutes to install
the first set and.... Wow Wow! 6.5 seconds! I was shocked! I decided to add on some magic stage II discovery by this man called Mr Lim. Now my car is flying smoothly! Kinda exaggerated but that’s how I feel. I
take the long route home because this system does save your petrol too.

Sharing is caring

Mrs. Hasnul Hezry

Initially, I had difficulty picking up speed, and experienced jerky gear changes. But after installing the E-Power System devices, my car’s journey has become smoother, more comfortable and definitely more
enjoyable. And surprise surprise, my fuel consumption improved significantly!! My car used to travel about 150km at the half-tank mark before I refill the tank. I am now constantly travelling about 200 odd km at
the half-tank mark. I didn’t expect the latter to happen by so much, so soon!! From actually dreading to have passengers in my car, I now love zipping around with my loved ones and friends in my newly improved
peugeot-1007 :) Thanks so very much Mr Lim and E-Power System for making this happen! It has changed the way I drive.

My wife was complaining about her car due to lack or power and response. She always gets ”horned” at by other motorists because her car lacks the response and acceleration to get her out of those embarrassing
situations. On seeing the E-Power advertisement, I decided to give it a try on my wife’s car and hopefully get the “nagging’ out of the way. When the E-Power System was installed on my wife’s car, I could see the smile
and joy on her face and I was thinking to myself, if it can do so much for my wife, will it be able to improve my already powerful and economical car. I was really surprised at the improvement to the acceleration and
response to my car after installing the E-Power System. I have since enjoy driving my car even more and take every opportunity to “wack” my car. What came to my surprise is that despite the constant “wacking” I
do not experience any increase in fuel consumption. You do not know what you are missing till you give it a try.
Mr. Hasnul Hezry

Happy Family

Mr. Burhan Bin Saleh - Auxiliary Police Officer / Email: ubi_dude@yahoo.com.sg

Driving my Kia Rio 1.4L MT at stage II is just like driving a 2L car. Smooth, responsive, powerful, reduction in engine noise and of course lots of improvement in my fuel consumption and drastic savings in petrol.
Being a E-Power System user for 3 years, I’m still calling Mr. Lim to fix devices on my new car Honda Fit 1.3L AT and with his new 3G devices I must say ‘WOW!’ Together with the 2G devices these new ones are
even more powerful hence petrol consumption on my Fit is so much improved on my already economical Fit. The other thing I like about the E-Power System is that it allows me to upgrade the System when my
budget permits. So what are you waiting for? The trial is free! Give Mr. Lim a call and like me, I’m still smiling, you won’t regret it for sure! Thank You Mr.Lim for showing me the E-Power System!

In early 2008, before I knew about E-Power System, for many months I’ve been looking for petrol saving devices for my old Kia Rio 1.4L MT. It is well known that this Kia model is reputed to have high consumption
of petrol. I’m glad that I came across E-Power System advertisement. I called Mr. Lim for an appointment and from that day on when Mr. Lim fixed the devices I’ve never looked back! I like the response and power
of my car. My most excited experience is that I’m able to beat all the Hyundai Sonata taxi in friendly drag at the traffic lights and that the taxis are always way behind me.

Power with economy

Wesley Sum / Assistant V.P Barclay Bank

Stage 1 price is pretty steep for me and I was hesitating to commit my hard earned dough. Mr Lim is very patient and he gave me 2 more tests with and without 5 items of Stage 1. The sheer increase in excitement
and passion in driving my car has mercilessly kicked my logic away and I am a proud owner of E-PowerSystem Stage 1. Many people will be skeptical about this unconventional technology and I was too. But once
you try it out, you will never turn back. And the amazing part is that Mr Lim invented this system and the current 3G generation is one of his finest. What won me over is that it doesn’t require major changes to
your engines and the enhancements are barely noticeable. Best of all, you can transfer them to your next ride easily so your money is well utilized. Icing on the cake will be when you stop at the next traffic light and
accelerate past all the “fierce cars” with your seemingly innocent family car. (FYI my ride is a 2008 1.6L Toyota Corolla Altis)

I am a newly converted adopter of the E-PowerSystem as advertised in REV magazine. There are so many raving testimonials and there is a free trial ongoing now so why not give it a go. This is one of the best
decision I have ever made. Met Mr Lim and he installed the Intermediate System to get me initiated. The instant change is incredible as the car became smoother just with 2 devices installed. I went to the main road
and he encouraged me to floor my throttle. The car is much quicker to accelerate and I am grinning ear to ear. But this is just the beginning. Next, he let me try the stage 1 with around 10 items installed. He warned
me to be light on the throttle and get used to the power. This might sound exaggerated but his advise is very sound. My car seems to have a new life breathed into it. You will feel the same excitement as though you
just received a brand new car. At the same stretch of road where I floored my throttle, my car surged on with gusto like a raging bull. Normally, the RPM will hit 3000 and changed gear slowly as it is programmed to
be a comfortable ride. Now it pulled to 4500 and changed gears and swiftly moved to 4500 again. In the end of the test, my adrenaline is rushing and hands trembling. Sounds like I just went through the Battlestar
Galactica but even better.

I.C.E. CAR

OF THUNDERS

AND
JACKHAMMERS
With names like these, you can be sure this Legend will blow you away

Choices are something that we
deal with on a daily basis. From the
simplest of things such as picking
an item off the lunch menu, to
contemplating if you should take
that long-awaited Europe trip.
The same can be said when
shopping for a car. Japanese,
Korean or European; sedan, coupe
or hatchback; inline-four, V6 or flatfour. The choices are pretty much
never-ending. Most would often go
for one that’s the friendliest on the
wallet and drinks the least fuel.
But what if you wanted an AWD
3.5L V6 ride that encapsulates brute
power and superb handling all in
one Japanese-made luxury sedan
package? Well, there’s the Honda
Legend.
A Rare Gem
Our first encounter with the car saw
us scratching our heads and trying
to figure out what model it was. It
finally dawned upon us as we got
round the back. The sheer size of

the car was unlike most Japanese
sedans and rumour has it that there
is only a handful roaming our streets.
Of course, a premium level model
would weigh considerably more
than most other sedans. To make
up for its increased weight, a 3.5L
transverse-mounted
V6
sends
290HP to all four wheels.
The Super Handling-All Wheel Drive
(SH-AWD) was first introduced
to the Legend back in 2004 and
as Honda puts it, “SH-AWD is a
system that provides cornering
performance that responds faithfully
to driver input, and outstanding
vehicle stability”.
So with power and handling all
taken care of by the guys at Honda,
what else is there to improve on?
That’s right, make your journey a
more enjoyable one by sprucing up
the ICE system!
Getting Down to Work
With that in mind, the car was

entrusted to the good people at
Robin Audio Technik. Plans were
made and it was eventually decided
that the car would be built to enter
SQ competitions. After careful
thought, MTX Audio products
were chosen for their high quality
and accurate sound reproduction.
Known as one of the pioneers of the
car audio industry, you can be well
assured that the eventual results will
certainly be more than satisfactory.
A Bit One digital signal processor
was
selected
for
fine-tuning
purposes. Easy access to controls
of inputs and various other functions
can be to via the convenient DRC
(digital remote control) which is
mounted just beside the steering
column.
Reproduction of the sweetest tunes
was then left to the set of MTX
Thunder Axe TXC 6.1 component
speakers. Part of the high-end
range of component speakers from
MTX Audio, it promises the ultimate
in sound quality and accurate

imaging. Of course, no matter how
good a set of speakers may be, it
will be deemed useless without a
proper amplifier. For that, a pair of
X-Thunder amplifiers was picked.
Besides their visually attractive
exterior design, within the unique
aluminum construction lies huge
heat sinks and easily accessible
controls for reliability and ease of
usage.
Competition Debut
During the recent IASCA Car Audio
Carnival 2011, the Legend proved
its worth by taking 1st place in the
MTX in-house category and 3rd in
the below $6000 category. Despite
this being its virgin entry in SQ
competitions, a well-balanced setup
thanks to the expertise of Robin
Audio Technik and MTX Audio
allowed the Legend to blow away
its competition.
With two trophies from its first outing
already under its belt, you can be
assured that this wouldn’t be the
last you’ll see of it.

Photographer Bryan Law / Metamorphosis Production

AWD 3.5L V6-powered Honda. Not a common sight I must say
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Bit One externally mounted DRC
Tein EDFC for easy suspension adjustments

Premium MTX Thunder Axe components

D1Spec VSD IV

Cleanly mounted Hertz subwoofer

Fast Facts: Honda Legend
3.5L Auto (KB1)
UNDERCARRIAGE
Tein Coilovers w/EDFC

I.C.E.

Audison Bit One, MTX Thunder Axe TXC
6.1, MTX X-Thunder 704X 4X105W, MTX
X-Thunder 502X 2X75W, MTX Jackhammer
RFL1200D Monoblock, Hertz ES250
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BMW F10 535 Series Exhaust

BMW 5 Series / M5 Exhaust

Audi A4 / A5 1.8/2.0/3.2T Quattro Exhaust

Volkswagen Golf 5 / 6 / Scirocco Exhaust

BMW 6 Series Exhaust

BMW 3 Series Exhaust

Mini R56 1.6 Turbo

Fiat Bravo Exhaust

$1200

Subaru 1.5 Exhaust

Kia Cerato Exhaust

Lancer CS3 Exhaust

Kia Koup 1.6 Exhaust

KOUP EXHAUST 1.6 COMING SOON!! LTA COMPLIANT!!

Coil Spring From $300! Coilover From $1550 and above!
Available for
CIVIC FD, EVO 10,
SUBARU GRB,
HONDA FIT

Available for
SUBARU 1.5 HB,
STREAM RN6

The damping force of this shock
absorber is non-adjustable.
Spring for this NF Kit is barrel
form type as shown in the
catalogue. By Using this spring,
we achieved much comfortable
driving quality.

The shock absorber which it
is exclusively designed on the
basis of the height, spring rate
data which is calculated in
every model. It gives a stiffer
feeling to the car.

Height Adjustable

The damping force of
this shock absorber is
adjustable. You can
choose its strength
among 12 steps, soft,
medium and hard for
the front & rear.

Height Adjustable

Available for
HONDA FIT &
HONDA STREAM

CF-S can adjust the
ride height remains the
adoption of certain length
adjustment system. Also
designed for each vehicle
to the position of the
bracket.

Underbrace

Damping Adjustable By
Electronic Control Unit
(T Damping Adjustable By
Electronic Control Unit
(TEAS)

LTA COMPLIANT

Available for
KIA CERATO /
KOUP
Civic FD

Dress-up From lowers car by
35-40mm but still provides a
comfortable ride
with its increased spring rate.

Retaining good ride
characteristics identical to stock
while offering almost 20-30mm
lowering capability

Slightly firmer design for
improved cornering stability
while offering 25-30mm
lowered look.

Honda
Stream

ADVANCE RACING DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS
PACKAGE A

PACKAGE B

32 Stage Adjustable Damping Force Enables
Various Settings Suitable For Your Liking.

FROM
$395
TANABE
LOWERING
SPRING

Shorter Piston for Lowering Spring To
Prevent From Hitting The Bumpstops.

PACKAGE C

FROM $650
Twin Tube From Japan Reacts Quickly And
Correctly Against Sudden Shock Reaction
Gas Filled To Keep The Shock Pressurized
And Helps To Stop Oil Leak In Extreme
Usage

Advance
Coilover

AP Racing
Brake Kit

4 Pot Big
Brake Kit

Advance Steel
Braided Hose

FROM
$950

LTA Compliant Exhaust From $650!

Advance Suspension is a direct replacement for OEM Monotube Shock.
Ideal as an upgrade from OEM Shock Absorber as it is damping
adjustable, therefore making it more responsive and easier to adjust to suit
different driving styles. Made from Steel and power coated damper body.
Models Available: Honda Civic FD, EG/EK, EU1 05 onwards, Fit GE6 08,
Airwave, Suzuki Swift, Toyota Vios, Altis, Allion, Camry, Mazda 3 06, 5,
Mitsubishi Lancer CS3, EX, Nissan Sunny N16, Latio, Sylphy.

Honda Fit GE6

+

ADVANCE SUSPENSION +
TANABE LOWERING SPRING
+ ALIGNMENT

Extractor

JEEP CHEE TRADING PTE LTD (EXHAUST SPECIALIST)

Stainless Steel muffler
TITANIUM Tip

$650

TAIL PIPES

Add: Blk 3007 Ubi Road 1 #01-426 Singapore 408701 Tel: 6745 4700 / 6749 4260 Fax: 6743 2059
Blk 3015 Ubi Road 1 #01-232 Singapore 408704
We have revamped our website, please visit: WWW.JEEPCHEE.COM.SG E-MAIL: SALES@JEEPCHEE.COM.SG

Jeep Chee_210711.indd 1

Mandrel
Bending
Service
Available!

* AMEX/DINERS/OCBC/
MAYBANK/UOB/
CITIBANK Credit Card
Installment Available
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The Koup Gets

Supersprint-ed

With strict rules governing the modification
of cars, it has always been difficult for car
enthusiasts to soup up their cars without
getting on the wrong side of the law.

With strict rules governing the
modification of cars, it has always
been very difficult for car enthusiasts
to soup up their cars without getting
on the wrong side of the law. For
the more popular Japanese makes,
LTA approved performance parts
are generally available from most
workshops. The same can’t be said
for Korean rides though. However due
to their fast-growing popularity, mainly
due to their bespoke interior finishing
as well as flowing, sexy bodylines,
manufacturers have since started
developing LTA-friendly performance
alternatives.

the exhaust complied with Singapore’s
high emission standards, yet not
compromising on performance at the
same time. The entire process took
some time, but finally when the car was
back in Singapore, the satisfaction felt
by the owner was simply priceless.

One particular model that has been fast
catching on with the Singapore crowd
is the Kia Cerato Forte Koup. For a
start, the coupe body style of the Koup
naturally gives it a sporty vibe. Interiorwise, commonly found tacky plastic
bits are a thing of the past.

Installation is a simple, fuss free process.
Jeep Chee’s well trained mechanics
first removed the original exhaust from
the vehicle. Next, the spanking new
Supersprint exhaust gets bolted on
without any modifications or additional
welding required. Exhaust hangers
were then inspected for wear and tear
and gaskets checked to ensure there
is no leakage of poisonous exhaust
fumes. A pair of stylish, polished muffler
tips with Supersprint engraved on them
adorns the rear of the muffler box.

What started off merely on paper, turned
out to be a lengthy journey for one
particular Koup. Being the authorised
local distributor for Supersprint
Exhausts, Jeep Chee decided to make
the owner’s dream come true.
For over 55 years, Supersprint has
been the worldwide market reference
point for its real performance and high
quality exhaust systems. A customer’s
Koup was sent to Italy, where engineers
designed from scratch a custom-made
exhaust system. They had to ensure
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Looking good
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Lining it up

When fellow Koup owners heard
about the good news, they flocked to
Jeep Chee to enquire more about the
Supersprint exhaust. It is not hard to
figure out why. Being a renowned brand
in the industry for over 50 years, the
Supersprint brand is synonymous with
top-notch exhaust systems.

For the Koup owners who feel left out
when it comes to legal aftermarket
exhausts, fret not. You can now get
your LTA-approved Supersprint muffler
over at Jeep Chee!
For more information, please contact
Jeep Chee at 6745 4700.
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A ONE-STOP SOLUTION FOR THE

DISCERNING CUSTOMER
We take a look at what makes BH Auto the number one choice for many

Committed and driven, BH Auto
Services Pte Ltd promises to deliver
the best they have to offer to their
customers.
Established in 2009, this young
and fast growing company is fully
committed to making a name
for themselves in the automobile
business. Helmed by an experienced
management team, providing value
added services to their customers sits
at the top of a long list of must-dos.
With their shareholders and directors
sitting in the board of a public listed
company, the years of experience
they possess allow them to constantly
bring BH Auto to greater heights.
Their vision is simple – they aim to be
the market leader in the automotive
industry, providing one-stop solutions
and services to their clients. To
achieve this, constant commitment is
channelled towards providing highest
standard of services and integrity to
valued customers so as to ensure the
growth and success of the company
in this highly competitive automotive
industry.

The sprawling 16,000 sq ft workshop
located at 213 Kranji Road comes
fully equipped to meet the demanding
needs of customers. Systematically
divided into various bays, skilled
technicians with years of experience
will tend to your car and give it the
attention it requires.

a complete exterior makeover, spray
painting services are available and are
done in a clean and dust-free spray
painting booth to ensure the perfect
finish. While you car is being worked
on, take a break at the cosy, airconditioned customer lounge where
you can catch a wink or two.

Over at the servicing bay, select
from their wide range of servicing
packages and let the staff do the rest.
Maintenance works are carried out
at the general repair bay where the
competent mechanics are able to deal
with all kinds of repair work including
engine and transmission overhaul, aircon servicing and engine diagnostic
and troubleshooting. The technicians
at the alignment bay will take care of
your undercarriage woes with their
computerised 4-wheel alignment
machine. Say no to oil smudges and
fingerprints on your ride as there is
a dedicated washing bay where the
shine is restored to your ride.

Accident claims and insurance
policies renewals are also available
at BH Auto, saving you the trouble of
running about to get all the paperwork
done. Shopping for new shoes and
parts for your ride has never been
easier as BH Auto also stocks a
comprehensive selection of tyres,
sports rims and accessories for you
to choose from.

Polishing services can be arranged as
well should you wish to give your car a
well-deserved grooming session. For

Well equipped and led by a
professional and experienced team,
you can rest assured all your motoring
needs will be met, to the tee.
BH Auto Services Pte Ltd is located
at 213 Kranji Road, Singapore
739485. Call 6559 8944 or visit
http://www.bhauto.com.sg for more
information.
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BH Auto is an integrated corporation, providing one stop
solutions for all auto works, repairs and services. We
have a team of experienced and efficient technicians to
ensure highest level of customers satisfaction. We are
operating on a 16,000ft2 workshop with state of the art
of facilities, including a German origin spray painting
booth to provide the best coating to your precious vehicles.
BH Auto is your trusted partner in auto works and services.
O
Our
ur vision
vision

SERVICES

“We aim to be the market leader in the automotive industry, providng the one
stop solutions and services to our clients”

• 24 HOURS
TOWING SERVICES

O
Our
ur mission
Mision

“To be a consistent and established one stop solutions provider in the
automotive industry, Delivering best values and Customer satisfaction
through best business practices”

• AIR-CON
SERVICING
• COURTESY CAR
FOR SERVICING
VEHICLE

Our
alues
ur Core
ore V
zvaules

• ENGINE
DIAGNOSTICS &
TROUBLESHOOTING

S pray P ainting Booth (Water P aint)

• ENGINE OVERHAUL

“Care
are”

• Customer Satisfaction

D iagnostic & T rouble S hooting

• Availability & Reliability

• INSURANCE CLAIMS

• Responsibility & Integrity

• MAJOR &
MINOR REPAIRS
• PANEL BEATING

• Efficiency & Excellent Service

• PARTS &
ACCESSORIES
• POLISHING &
GROOMING
• SCHEDULED &
MAINTENANCE
SERVICING
• SPRAY PAINTING
• WHEEL ALIGNMENT

B
Business
usiness O
Opportunities
pportunities
• Corporate arrangements with established clients for long term contracts.
• Accident Claims (Third party and own damage claims).
• Maintenance Contract for Service Vehicles.
• Specialized Spray painting - Water based.
• Authorised Workshop.

O
Our
ut C
Contact
ontact

No : 213 Kranji Road, Singapore - 739485
Tel: +65 6559 8944 Fax: +65 6515 3144
Email : info@bhauto.com.sg
Webpage : www.bhauto.com.sg
For 24 Hours Car Breakdown Service, Please Call : 9101 3232
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FLUIDS
We give you the low-down on

DOT 3, DOT 4, DOT 5, DOT 5.1 –
what exactly do all these mean and
where do you most commonly see
them at? For the well-informed crowd
out there, you guys will probably
already know the answer. But are they
really as simple as they seem?
In modern day automotives, the
widespread use of the disc brake
system is highly favoured due to
its better stopping performance
as compared to brake fade-prone
drum brakes. However, periodic
maintenance and inspection of brake
components are extremely vital in
ensuring consistent performance
from your brakes, regardless if they’re
drum or disc systems.
The caliper design of a disc brake
system may consist of one, four, or up
to twelve pistons that are hydraulically
actuated to clamp onto a brake disc
and slow the vehicle down. As with
any hydraulic system, a hydraulic fluid
which aids in transferring force into
pressure is required. This is where
brake fluid comes into play.

Back to my first question, so what
do the various DOTs actually mean?
Unknown to many, DOT is actually
an abbreviation for the United State’s
Department
of
Transportation.
This agency classifies brake fluids
according their own ratings such as
DOT 3, DOT 4, and so on. This form
of classification, though derived in
North America, broadly conforms to
the technical requirements by SAE, a
standards development organisation
for the engineering of powered
vehicles of all kinds.
The classification of brake fluid
quality standards is based on its
wet and dry boiling point. Since
such fluid is commonly exposed to
high temperatures during braking,
a high boiling point is required to
prevent it from vaporising. Should it
vaporise, the fluid will then become
compressible, resulting in a severe
compromise of braking performance.
Most manufacturers recommend
that brake fluid should be flushed or
changed every 1 – 2 years. Due to
the fact that most brake fluids are

DOTS
what they are all about

susceptible to absorbing moisture
from the atmosphere, the moisture
which is absorbed by the fluid will
lower its boiling point and cause it
to be corrosive. You wouldn’t want
a non-responsive brake pedal or a
damaged ABS pump, would you?
We recently had the chance to drop
by BCC’s new Toh Tuck workshop
to get a firsthand look at how proper
flushing of brake fluid should be
done. We had the honour of having
Yuri from OWS, dressed in shirt,
pants and tie, no less, performing the
demonstration.
Firstly, the needed tools – a not-youreveryday pressurised bleeder, a brake
fluid safety meter (more on that later),
a container to store the contaminated
brake fluid, OWS Uber Power Racing
Brake Fluid and last but not least,
white latex gloves.
Next, we tested the boiling point of
the vehicle’s old and dirty brake fluid
using the OWS brake fluid safety
meter. What it actually does is by
using a probe, it is able to analyse

the boiling point of the brake fluid and
therefore letting you know if it has
been compromised. Results were
soon out, and they didn’t look too
good. The murky brake fluid failed the
test, registering a miserable 183°C
boiling point.
So it was now time to purge out the
old fluid, and replace it with OWS
Uber Power Racing Brake Fluid.
This task was left in the experienced
hands of Yuri and his trusty and blinged out bleeder pump. New brake fluid
was poured into the bleeder and caps
were tightened and checked before
pressurisation took place. Thereafter,
the pump was attached to the master
cylinder and a Contaminated Brake
Fluid catch “can” was attached to
the brake caliper bleeder valve. The
pressurised pump then forced out
air bubbles as well as the old fluid
while filling the lines and cylinders
with fresh ones. The old fluid was
collected via the bleeder valve and
the entire process took approximately
ten minutes.
The same procedures were repeated
for all four brakes and then it was time
to put the new fluid to the test. Once
again, the brake fluid safety meter
was employed and the results were
extremely satisfactory. Surpassing the
common dry boiling point of 230°C
for DOT 4 fluids, the OWS Uber
Power Racing Brake Fluid registered
a 245°C reading on the print out.
Who knew something as simple
as brake fluid could make such a
difference in the braking performance
of one’s ride? However, should you
find that you require more out of
your brakes, flip to our REV TuneUp section on page 34 where a
comprehensive guide to brake
upgrades awaits you.
For more information, please contact
OWS-Germany at 6452 3209.
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TUNE-UP

BRINGING YOU TO

A Halt
If you’ve been following our Tune-Up
series, you would have noticed that
the past 4 installments were about
extracting more power from your ride.
With the basics in place and a quick
tune of the air-fuel ratio, you should
be experiencing a sharper throttle
response as well as a more enjoyable
driving experience.

With basic power goals fulfilled, let’s
turn out attention to the safety aspect
of things. After squeezing out those
extra horses, there’s no doubt you will
be tempted to do some spirited driving
to fully enjoy your ride. But before you
embark on that, some simple brake
upgrades would ensure you’ll be much
more confident when doing so.
Unless you’re driving a performance
variant, most cars from the factory are
equipped with a single hydraulically
actuated piston caliper design. This
common design is frequently preferred

due to its reliability and low production
costs. Most drivers would find such
a caliper design, albeit its plain looks,
more than sufficient for their rides. With
a few simple upgrades, one would be
able to further maximise the potential of
such a caliper design without breaking
the bank.
Commonly known as a single-pot
caliper, with pots being the number
of pistons within the caliper, there are
several ways one can go about to
improve its performance. First though,
we’ve to understand the basics of a disc
brake design. When the brake pedal
is depressed, the force is transmitted
hydraulically to the brake pads which
are housed within the caliper. The brake
pads will then clamp onto the brake
disc and the friction between them will
slow the disc, and the car down.
Should you require better stopping
power, you can first look towards

Stop better with these simple brake upgrades

swapping in a set of performance brake
pads. The higher frictional coefficient
found in such pads improves friction
between pad and disc. You can expect
a better initial bite and consistent and
improved braking performance even at
high operating temperatures. However,
should you be into hard circuit driving,
brake fade may creep in when repeated
hard braking causes a buildup of heat in
the braking surfaces.
In order to prevent such an occurrence
from happening, brake discs, otherwise
known as brake rotors, can be upgraded
to ones that aid heat dissipation. Factory
discs are often blank discs that though
serve their purposes, doesn’t dissipate
heat very well. Performance discs
design includes having holes drilled
into the discs. These holes improve
heat dissipation and provide consistent
braking performance even under severe
operating conditions. Slots may also be
machined onto the disc to help remove
dust and gas and this allows the brake
pads to “bite” better.
Under hard braking, rubber factory
brake hoses often experience swelling
which translates to a mushy pedal

feel. Steel braided brake lines are the
solution for such an issue and not only
do they offer consistent response even
under severe operating conditions,
they are also less prone to corrosion as
compared to their rubber counterparts.
If you wish to take your ride’s braking
performance to a whole new level, you
will be pleased to know that reasonablypriced aftermarket brake kits are easily
available these days. Upgrade your
single pot caliper to a 2, 4, 6, mini-6
or even an 8-pot one and stomping on
the brake pedal will be a thing of the
past. Accompanying such brake kits
are larger discs which comes factoryslotted/drilled, performance pads, steel
braided brake hoses and brackets
specially designed for your vehicle.
Consider it an all-in-one solution for all
your braking needs.
Last but not least, always remember
that proper bleeding of your brakes is
vital as air bubbles within the brake lines
will result in unsatisfactory performance
from them. Thereafter, remember to top
up the master cylinder reservoir with
an appropriate amount of Dot 3, 4 or 5
brake fluid and you’re good to go!
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1. D1Spec Coilover
A new addition to D1Spec’s
growing line-up of products is its
fully adjustable coilover. Brought in
by Fabulous-X, the sole authorised
local distributor of D1Spec
products, not only does it pack
an impressive list of features, it
also comes with a 1-year warranty
against manufacturer defects.
Utilising a twin-tube design
damper, D1Spec’s coilover will
offer you the best of both worlds.

It delivers comfort during regular
day-to-day driving, but gets
harder as the force increases.
Such a design reduces body roll
and doesn’t sacrifice ride quality.
Comfort and performance is
furthered balanced through the
use of cold-bent springs. 28
damping adjustment levels are
available and height adjustability is
from 30mm to 90mm.
Fabulous-X – 6841 7697

2. OWS 300 Racing
Brake Fluid DOT 4
When it comes to hard driving, it is
an absolute must for your brakes
to hold up to the stress and deliver
unwavered stopping power each and
every time.
OWS 300 Racing Brake Fluid DOT 4
has is specially formulated to provide
outstanding
performance
under
racing conditions where braking
systems must operate at very high
temperatures. With a dry boiling
point of more than 300°C, this fully
synthetic high performance racing
brake fluid will stand up to the abuse
of racing and will satisfy the needs of
even the most demanding drivers. For
best results, bleed the system with
fresh fluid before each race, especially
if the brakes are excessively hot and/
or the conditions are humid.
OWS-Germany – 6452 3209

UP

CLOSE

Get a close up view of these products
that caught our eye

3. P-Max Version 6

4. Fuel Cat Fuel
Catalyst

Version 6 of the P-Max power
enhancer promises to
further enhance the
performance of your
vehicle.

Fuel Cat Fuel Catalyst is a tin alloy
catalyst that acts like a permanent
octane booster, a combustion
enhancer and combustion chamber
carbon deposits cleaner.

Despite its inconspicuous
black packaging, the P-Max
will instantly work its magic
once installed on your ride. Enjoy
the various benefits of this product
which also acts as a voltage stabiliser.
Launched back in 2004 in Japan, this
product is the brainchild of engineers
from Japan and Korea and is now
sold internationally in more than 10
countries.

By inducing chemical reactions
among fuel molecules at low
temperatures,
the
clustered
molecules are separated so more
of their surface area is exposed to
oxygen during combustion. Benefits
include improved fuel economy
of up to 20%, easier start ups

An increase in engine performance in
the form of a more responsive throttle
and higher torque figures can be
expected upon installation. Smoother
gear changes and improved fuel

and prolonged engine life. With
the increasing petrol costs, this
fuel catalyst enables low octane
gasoline to feel like premium ones.
Performance improvements can
also be felt immediately upon
installation. This maintenance-free
piece of technology can last up
to 400,000km and is definitely a
worthy one-time investment one
should make.
Blue Knight – 9021 0902

efficiency are just a few of the many
other benefits.
Motec – 6265 3558
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Enhance your driving experience through

Philips’
New
Automotive
Solutions
Make your drive a safer and more enjoyable one with these new Philips offerings
Located in Dempsey Hill, Tawandang
Microbrewery hosted the launch of
two new automotive solutions from
Philips. An abundance of good food,
beer (it was at a microbrewery after
all) and live band performances kept
the crowd entertained while they
poured over the new automotive
solutions that Philips had to offer.
The launch was in line with the
Philips vision of health and well-being
that aims to enhance people’s life
through innovative solutions to make
driving safer and more enjoyable.
Just in case you missed out on it,
we were there on hand to learn more
about what these two innovative
solutions were all about. Read on to
find out more…

Philips GoPure Automotive Clean
Air System
When it comes to good, clean air,
Singapore trumps many of its Southeast Asian neighbors, but its air quality
still falls short of world standards.
A
burgeoning
car
population,
construction boom and growing
industrial hubs potentially churn out
plenty of smog.
People today are spending more time
on the road and for many motorists,
the health and well-being of their
family is the top priority when driving.
The pollution in a car comes from
gasses such as formaldehyde and
benzene leaking from plastics. The
high temperature in the car further
tends to increase the toxic chemicals.

To help keep a check on this and in
line with its philosophy of health and
well being, Philips has announced its
entry into the all new automotive car air
purification system category with the
advanced Philips GoPure Automotive
Clean Air System.
The Philips GoPure incorporates an
advanced filtering technology which
has been designed to remove harmful
gases, viruses, bacteria, odor and other
fine particles from the car. The clean
air system is equipped with a 3-stage
filtering process which incorporates a
HEPA filter and a patented HESA filter
to help remove pollutants and further
reduce odor.
For ease of use, it comes with a
three-stage air improvement indicator
with LED signature connected to an
intelligent sensor that measures the
concentration of particulates inside
the car and shows how the cabin air
improves.
Philips’ new GoPure solution can be
fitted to all cars – not just new models
– and is easy to install wherever you
choose – on top of the dashboard, in
the back of the car, etc. It also
has night driving mode
with light sensors
for automatic
diming
to
ensure minimal
disturbance
through glare.

Philips LED Daytime
Running Lights
As a leader of lighting solutions
worldwide, the Philips LED DayLight 4
and LED DayLight 8 DRL are the latest
additions to the Philips LED lighting
portfolio.
A daytime running lamp is an
automotive lighting device on the front
of a road-going motor vehicle, installed
in pairs, automatically switched on
when the vehicle is moving forward
and emitting white light to increase
the conspicuity of the vehicle during
daylight conditions. The lights are
designed to substantially increase the
visibility of motor vehicles to other road
users. This makes road users detect,
recognize and identify vehicles better
and earlier.
The Philips LED DayLight 4 insures
high visibility for safer daytime driving,

while the innovative LED DayLight 8
offers motorists maximum visibility,
premium design and style. Moreover,
these energy-efficient solutions are the
slimmest DRL modules on the market
and very easy to install.
Both models incorporate the highpower
Philips
LUXEON®
LED
technology,
with
high-efficiency
reflectors. The use of such innovative
LED solutions instead of regular
halogens not only greatly decreases
energy consumption, but also reduces
night-time lamp failures and frequent
replacements. Designed to last as
long as the lifetime of the car, Philips
LED DRL eliminates the need for
periodic maintenance.
As a testament to the importance
of DRL on the roads, The European
Commission decreed that all new cars
have to be fitted with dedicated DRL
by 2011.
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GET YOUR FIX OF THE WORLD’S
GREATEST TV SHOW ABOUT CARS

24/7/365
AT

TOPGEAR.COM
THE NEXT CR-V

THINK HONDA’S ON THE RIGHT
PATH? JOIN THE DISCUSSION
ON OUR FACEBOOK PAGE!

TopGear IHA for REV.indd 1

S 63 VS 300 SEL 6.8 AMG!

AMG: BORN WHEN NUTTERS
RACED A LIMO AT SPA. SEE
HOW IT ALL BEGAN

V12 LAMBOS GALORE

FOLLOWING OUR AVENTADOR
TEST, CHECK OUT OUR
GALLERY OF LAMBO V12S

KEN BLOCK’S NEW RIDE

THE TAIL-SLIDEY KING’S
NEW MACHINE... WATCH IT IN
ACTION NOW!
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UNCLE AGONY

UNCLE AGONY
Do you have a car-related question that needs answering?
Drop us an email at rev@bigbang.com.sg and we will answer it!

Q: I have a very irritating vibration on my steering wheel whenever I stop my car at a traffic light. The vibration will
disappear immediately when I move off. However, the vibration will come again when my car hits 100 km/h and
disappear again at 110 km/h. What is happening?
You have 2 problems here. When you are
stationary, the engine is idling at a low
RPM of around 650. The lower the rpm,
the stronger is the shaking (vibration) of the
engine. This vibration should be insulated
from the chassis by means of the rubber
engine mountings.
When these mountings are worn (either
hardening or cracking), it loses its insulation
capability and thus transmits the vibration
to the chassis. The vibration will be felt
at the steering wheel because of its
cantilever design. The moment
the engine RPM increases,
the shaking frequency will

increase and thus the amplitude (strength)
of the vibration will reduce.
Your 2nd problem should be an out of
balance wheel. When a wheel is out of
balance, it will create a centrifugal force
when it rotates. Depending on the offset
weight, it will have a resonance frequency
which means that the vibration will be the
strongest at a certain rpm range. When out
of this RPM range, vibration felt will be less.
The solution here is to replace the engine
mountings and perform a high speed wheel
balance.

Q: I was recommended to remove my catalytic converter
by a workshop. They said that it will improve the power by
miles. Is it true and is it good?

Q: I intend to change my spark plug to a better grade, what kinds
are available and what should I look out for?
There are many sizes for spark
plugs: electrode design and
material and heat range.
The main aim that we want
to achieve when choosing
a spark plug is to maintain
the combustion chamber
temperature between 500
– 850°C. If your engine is
not modified, generally you
should use the heat range
recommended by the engine
manufacturer. The size of
the spark plug should not be
changed.
For better power, we usually
look for a higher intensity spark
(the duration of the spark
is controlled by the ECU).
Generally, the finer the Electrode
tip, the higher the intensity. But
that will also mean a faster

burn out of the spark plug tip.
Therefore, the tip material must
be able to withstand the heat
produced. These materials are
iridium, platinum, silver, etc.

First and foremost, I do not recommend
removing the catalytic converter (CC).
The reasons are because firstly, it
is illegal and secondly, we need to
protect Mother Earth for our children
and their children. There are many
other adverse consequences like
the Check Engine Light showing up,
higher fuel consumption and bad low
end drive.
When the Catalytic Converter is
removed, the exhaust gas will not
be converted to a less harmful gas.

The Oxygen level read by the 2nd
O2 Sensor (B1S2), which is located
after the CC, will be similar to that
of the 1st O2 Sensor (B1S1). When
the composition of the exhaust
gas detected is similar over a few
cycles, the ECU will deduce that the
CC is inefficient and not functioning
correctly. In order to save the CC,
the ECU will then inject more petrol
to lower the combustion temperature
therefore you will experience higher
fuel consumption and lower engine
power (low end).

Hotter plug means slower
transfer of heat out of the
combustion chamber. When the
chamber is overheated, serious
consequences
like
gasket
blowing and bearing fusing may
occur.
Colder plug means faster
transfer of heat out of the
combustion chamber. When
combustion temperature is too
low, incomplete burning of air/
fuel mixture will create sooth
which fouls up the spark plug
and combustion chamber easily.
It will also cause difficulties in
starting your car in the morning.
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OVERSEAS

GUMBALL 3000:

THE CARS

What excites in Gumball apart from the glitz and glamour is of course,
the cars themselves. We bring you the full coverage of the hottest,
rarest cars which made their appearance in London.
When it was time for the cars to roll out
of Covent Garden to begin their journey,
photographers were already camped in
the best spots to take the cars passing
by. Although the search was difficult,
I managed to plant myself at a crossjunction where the cars definitely had
to turn from to get to the main road. I
wasn’t disappointed as they started
coming one by one, although the
unpredictable weather meant I was
drenched by the time the last car sped
past me. Still, it’s something worth
sitting in the rain for.

The crowds cheered on for the drivers to
show what their cars can do, so some
played along and showed us some
burn outs and brief oversteer moments.
In general, the drivers were a pretty
civilised bunch, not least because of
the complaints they received in the past
for being a rowdy bunch. They seem to
have improved much.

Aston Martin One-77
This limited edition Aston
Martin doesn’t come any rarer
in this bronze-orange hue.

I’ve highlighted a few cars which I
thought were worthy of mention but
you can see the rest of the cars in the
other photos as well. Enjoy!

Text & Photos James Wong

Nissan R35 GTR
A lone red GTR made an appearance in the
otherwise European-dominated convoy;
respect must be given for the driver’s
beach aspirations with a surf board carrier
mounted on its rooftop.
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Bugatti Veyron
Even though it has been a few years since
the Veyron has been revealed to the world,
its allure as the world fastest production
supercar has never faded.

A Maybach built for the off-road
As if a Maybach isn’t enough comfort for a epic journey to
Istanbul, the rear suspension on this particular Maybach has
been given a bit of an elevation to make sure it can cross
anything that it comes its way. Not quite sure how it would scale
an incline with its long wheelbase, though.

SL65 AMG Black Series
The Black Series is also known as the lightened, more
focused AMGs that can take the fight against BMW M more
convincingly. The SL65 Black Series is rightfully the swansong
of the current-generation SL due for replacement soon.

Mercedes SLR McLaren
The Arabian favourite supercar, the fact that the
SLR made a few appearances in the convoys was
no surprise. However, there is a particular one that
has a very tastefully designed bodykit and interior
that looked customised straight off the factory
from McLaren. That takes my vote as the
prettiest SLR I’ve ever seen.

Yellow ‘taxi’ E60 M5
The M5 is commonly known as the
Nurburgring taxi, which might go some way
to explaining why this M5 is clad in what
can only be described as ‘taxi yellow’.

Nissan R34 GTR
The other Japanese representative
sports a subtly modded exterior,
which seems to be a minimum code of
conduct for any GTR.
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SPORTS

PETE
THONGCHUA:

CELEBRITY DRIVER
He was once the top actor in Bangkok
and graces magazine covers till today,
even though he was never really
interested in the entertainment scene.
Pete Thongchua, now 43 years old
with three children in tow, still holds his
every bit of his boyish charm and cool
demeanour. Although he is no longer at
the peak of his acting career, he has no
qualms about it as he has been and still
is living his motorsports dream.

Text & Photos Cheryl Tay

His father was a rally car driver and
has businesses directly related to
motorsports, but sadly, Pete never
received a single cent or even an ounce
of support from his dad for his motor
racing
involvements.
Undeterred,
Pete went on to pursue his passion in

He sure doesn’t look 43 years old!

motorsports, driving for various works
teams and today, drives for the Mazda
Motor Sport Team and PTT Motorsports
Team.
Presently, Pete is working on a new
television programme called “Test It?
with Pete” where he goes around trying
out anything with wheels from cars to
trucks to tractors and even trains.
Getting the opportunity to meet him
during the filming of the third episode
of this series at the Bangkok Racing
Circuit, I spent some time understanding
his story of how he never wanted to be
a celebrity and preferred to race, but
ended up becoming one of Thailand’s
famous superstars to remember…

Sideways we go...
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Always a big fan of engines!

Pete’s lucky number is #17.

Time for a joyride with Pete!

Q: What was your first motorsports
encounter?
A: I was born in the United States, but I
moved back to Thailand with my family
at the age of six and a half. When I was
seven, I watched my dad race and I
was very curious about it. However, my
father never approved of me being in
motorsports and till today he has never
bought me a car or even given me any
money for racing.
Q: So how did you get yourself into
motorsports?
A: This is quite a long story: When I
came back to Thailand, I was picked
out to be a child actor and model and I
managed to save up enough money to
send myself back to the States when I
was 13. I went to an academy of arts in
San Francisco to study graphic design
and I used to go street racing during
high school days!
Later, my father’s friend planned to
open a bar there so I went to take up
a degree in bartending, but in the end
he set up a restaurant instead. I didn’t
want to waste my bartending degree so
I went to find a job at a bar operated by
a young Thai couple.
My boss was a fan of racing and one
day he took me to a track, tossing me
the key to his souped-up Mazda RX7. I was only 17 years old then, and
have never driven his car before but he
signed me up for a race anyway. I was
the only Japanese car entry and I spun
at the start as I was overwhelmed by
the power, but I managed to come in
fourth.

Q: What a nice boss you had! He gave
you your first taste of real racing at the
track! What happened next?
A: He continued to lend me his car to
race but there came a point to go on to
the next level and that meant a need to
upgrade the performance of the car. He
couldn’t finance that as his partner was
against racing, but anyway I decided to
return to Thailand at 22 years old.
In 1994, I took part in a formula car
race without any sponsors and I won
my second race. I caught the attention
of TOTAL Lubricants and they said if
I win the series they will sponsor me
and move me to touring cars. Indeed
I won the series and they kept their
word, so I drove for the Singha National
Panasonic Team for two years before
I switched teams to Spoon Sports for
the next three years.
Then the Toyota factory team picked
me up and I drove for them for eight
years in one-make races, GT races,
touring car races and even super
trucks. Thereafter I started my own
team and Mazda came in to back me
up. It’s been six years since I’ve been
working with Mazda. With the team I
take part in Super Cars Thailand, the
All-Thailand Cross-Country Rally (which
I won in 2008 and 2009) and other GT
car races.
Q: What about drifting?
A: I actually learnt drifting way back in
1997 when I was still driving for Spoon
Sports. I was sent to Ebisu, Japan for
a month to learn drifting from Team
Orange drifters Nobushige Kumakubo
(who later became 2006 D1GP
champion) and Kokushi. However, I
never competed in drifting until last
year when I joined the local drift series
M-Max Speed Party and All Star
Professional Drift Thailand. This year I
am competing in the same series again.

Q: Between motorsports and acting,
which do you prefer?
A: My whole life has always revolved
around cars and I’ve always preferred
motorsports to the entertainment scene
– like 80-20. I started acting in TV
commercials at the age of seven when
I first returned to Thailand. When I went
to the States again I thought that was
it for my little acting career. But when
I returned, the scene still wanted me
and I actually became quite a hardcore
actor. I like cars better and there were
times when I wanted to quit the scene
but they wouldn’t let me!
Q: Do you still act these days?
A: I stopped acting full-time nine years
ago but have made the occasional
guest appearances. I got married
about 10 years ago, then I quit acting
and headed to Los Angeles in 2002
with my wife to produce a Thai movie
“Province 77” which is about Thai subculture and hip hop. I haven’t acted in
a long time, until last year when I took
on a comeback role in a TV series as a
favour to my friend, and now there’s my
own show.
Q: What do you do when you are not
filming, drifting or racing?
A: I have a workshop RZ Racing and
a company that does road shows and
events for the automotive industry and
we also help to produce prototypes.

Q: For someone your age, you really
know how to keep fit. What are your
secrets?
A: I’ve never been to the gym in my life!
I do a lot of BMX biking and go-karting,
but I think it is my work and my three
precious ones who keep me fit. I have
three children – my daughters Seya and
Meya who are six and four years old
respectively, and my son Rotor who’s
two and a half years old. Yes I named
him Rotor as in rotary engines because
I love them!
Q: Will you let your son get into
motorsports or do you share the same
thoughts as your dad?
A: For sure I will let my kids go racing;
already the three of them have been
following me to my races. One thing –
my kids must know how to drive faster
and better than other kids. Whether
they want to go racing or not, I let them
pick what they want to do with their
lives.
Q: What’s the toughest challenge in life?
A: Life is unpredictable and we never
know what’s going to happen, so
making every moment of every day the
best moment is something that I try to
do, but it’s not easy to maintain the best
every single day. Move into here and
now and just make the most out of it!
Wicked!

Pete learned drifting from Japanese pro Kumakubo.
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LIFE’S A

PIQUE NIQUE!
All-American comfort meals with a touch of
New York-Central Park nostalgia, just the way we like it!

From a distance,
the unique decor
catches
your
eyes immediately
and
you
find
yourself wandering
over to take a seat.
Set in a backdrop of New York
City Central Park meet SOHO, Pique
Nique has ‘trees’ growing from floor
to ceiling, mimicking the experience of
the beautiful outdoors while you’re in
cosily tucked indoors instead. Brightly
lit, airy and welcoming, Pique Nique is
a casual, laid back American diner and
bakery that stands out in the bustle of
Orchard Road.
On the menu is our favorite all-day
breakfast and the original Pique Nique
take on the affordable American
classics; thick and juicy cheeseburgers

Reckon you can take the heat? The
HOTTEST dogg ($10), one of the
7 types of Hot Doggs featured on
the menu, is to be bewared! Only
daredevils need apply.

(from $9.50) that come in 12
innovative flavour combinations and
the famed mac & cheese (from $12)
but made special with the addition of
accompaniments uncannily tucked
under its glorious warm cheesy
goodness.

People with a sweet tooth can rejoice
as Pique Nique is going to be your
little slice of heaven! Featuring an
extensive display showcase packed
of all kinds of American-styled sweet
offerings that are baked fresh from the
oven daily, right in front of your eyes.
Offerings include pretty cupcakes,
classic American cakes such as our
decadent chocolate blackout cake
and the luscious red velvet.
Pique Nique also offers colorful
whoopie pies that we say are going
to be the next big thing! Give your
tastebuds a thrill as you pull back

the cupcake paper in anticipation of
sinking your teeth into the luscious
creamy frosting only to find yourself
intrigued as a surprise filling breaks
forth through the cake. Indulge in the
nostalgia of yesteryears as you pick
out some of our home-made cookies
and enjoy it with a tall glass of cold
organic milk!
Pique Nique is a pride of the Sugar
Daddy Group; Chef Pang Kok Keong’s
first business venture after an illustrious
career working for top hotels and the
Les Amis group. This
will be the perfect
destination for
comfort staples
or
a
great
afternoon pickme-up!

Pique Nique
391A Orchard Road #B1-01/02
Takashimaya Departmental Store
Ngee Ann City Tower A
Singapore 238873
Tel: 6238 6705
www.piquenique.com.sg

Text Melissa Cheng Photos Sugar Daddy Group

Operation Hours:
Open all days 10am to 9:30pm (8:30pm
last order)
Breakfast served all day
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ALL HANDS ON

TECH

Blackberry Torch

Looking for a good smartphone?
Here are some of the top choices out now

Executives and teens alike have
loved Blackberry for its outstanding
communication functions for years, and
the Torch does not disappoint thanks to
its touch-screen display and physical
qwerty keyboard. The new OS is a
great improvement to keep up with the
times too.

Apple iPhone 4
The iPhone 4 requires little introduction,
as almost everyone would have heard
of it by now. Although it’s been out for
around a year now, the iPhone 4 still
packs one of the best user interfaces, a
super-clear screen, good performance,
and undoubtedly the best applications
to choose from.

LG Optimus 2X
The first smartphone to rock a dualcore processor and dedicated graphics
chip, the Optimus 2X is definitely one of
the most powerful mobile phones today.
Blistering fast with excellent graphics
handling, it sports a great 8MP full HD
video camera too.

Sony Ericsson Xperia Arc
Hold the Arc sideways and be amazed
by its beautiful ultra-slim design and
top-notch engineering. At a mere
8.7mm thick, it’s amazing how Sony
Ericsson has packed so much tech
into the Arc with HD video detail and
an oustanding Sony Mobile Bravia
powered touchscreen.

Samsung Galaxy S II
The top Android contender at the
moment, the Samsung Galaxy S II has
everything you could ask for in a vivid
4.3in screen, 8MP camera, and full
1080p HD video recording. What’s more,
Android has recently been improving
by leaps and bounds, so the Android
Market is bound to follow suit.

Motorola Atrix
Another spec-sheet powerhouse is the
Motorola Atrix, with its 5MP camera,
dual-core processor, 1GB RAM, and
impressively detailed display. To top it
off, you could even convert your phone
into a netbook thanks to a specially
designed Motorola Lapdock.

Nokia isn’t going down without a fight
in the smartphone market. Before the
new N9 and Nokia Windows Phone 7s
hit our shores, the N8 still makes for a
great smartphone. Packed with social
networking capabilities, the N8 is also a
multimedia powerhouse with HD quality
and surround sound.

HTC Desire S
HTC tops off its excellent Desire
smartphone with an updated Desire S.
A 1GHz Snapdragon processor keeps
usage zippy, while the intuitive HTC
Sense OS makes for an excellent user
experience that succeeds in getting
buyers to desire this phone.
Text Mevin Tang

Nokia N8
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SLIDING WITHOUT

SMOKING
Live out your wildest drifting fantasies with RC drifting!

Such modification talk may cause
bystanders to mistake it as those
done on actual cars due to their similar
terms. Wheel camber, caster degree,
grade of suspension oil, gear ratios,
car ride height and strut bars are just
a few of the many components that
can be swapped to your liking.

Radio-controlled car “Drifting” is a
passionate sport that has came to our
attention in recent years. Owning a RC
drifting car has now become easier as
an initial investment of three hundred
dollars will get you a factory-built car kit
with controller, charger and batteries,
everything you need to get started
with.
Drifting is not about speed, but more
on the precision and control of the
car, along with the drift angle and
smoothness of drift flow.

the one held at Asia AutoSalon 2011 at
Singapore Expo Hall 5 on 3rd July 2011.
When you lay hands on a RC car, you
will realise that it is just like its real-size
car counterpart. You are able to modify
its exterior, performance as well as
handling characteristics to your liking.

Text & Photos AutoDrift Pte Ltd

In fact, this hobby has gone on the rise
sharply as RC drifting communities have
been organising regular weekly drifting
sessions. To further promote and develop
the sport, dedicated RC drift stores
like Autodrift Pte Ltd hold monthly Drift
competitions. The most recent one being

Autodrift Pte Ltd is Singapore’s official
distributor of Yokomo RC equipment,
which is the most popular name
in RC Drifting in Japan. AutoDrift
Pte Ltd was established for the
purpose of guiding and assisting
Radio-Controlled (RC) enthusiasts, both
beginners and seasoned players alike get
into this ever rewarding hobby. They are
located at Blk 465, #01-06, Crawford Lane,
Singapore 190465. For more information,
please contact them at 6299 5695 or visit
http://www.autodriftrc.com/.
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CAN’T FIND THE LATEST ISSUE OF REV? INSTEAD OF RUSHING
OUT TO FIND A COPY, WHY NOT HAVE IT DELIVERED STRAIGHT
TO THE COMFORTS OF YOUR HOME?

$24

FOR 12 ISSUES

$48

FOR 24 ISSUES

FREE $20 Stamford Tyres Cash Voucher

FREE $40 Stamford Tyres Cash Voucher
Your details (must be completed)

Name ...........................................................................................................
Date of Birth ..................................................
Male
Female
NRIC No ......................................................................................................
Address ........................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
Telephone Number .......................................................................................
Email Address ..............................................................................................
Please Kindly Indicate The Issue You Will Like To Begin With: #.................

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE

Please make your payment via cheque in SGD payable to:

BIG BANG MEDIA PTE LTD

Bank ............................................................................................................
Cheque Number ..........................................................................................
Mail this form and your cheque to:
Big Bang Media Pte Ltd
220 Tagore Lane #04-01 Singapore 787600
Terms and conditions: This offer is open to residents of Singapore only. For details on overseas
subscriptions please call +65 6455 8575 Big Bang Media Pte Ltd, the publishers of REV Magazine.
REV ISSUE 10

ADK Auto Accessories Centre
52 Ubi Ave 3 The Frontier Epark #01-41 S408867

Jeep Chee Trading Pte Ltd
Blk 3007 Ubi Road 1 #01-426 S408701

AutoBacs Venture Pte Ltd
30 Bukit Batok East Ave 6 S659761
10 Ubi View S408543

LHN Trading
Blk 1009 Bukit Merah Lane 3 #01-90 S159723

AutoDiesel Turbo Fuel Systems Pte Ltd
Blk 20 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sec A #01-18 S575678
Autoform Enterprise Pte Ltd
33 Ubi Ave 3 #01-03 Vertex Building S408868
AutoVox Pte Ltd
452 Tagore Ind Ave S787823
BCC Automotive Pte Ltd
Blk 1 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sector C #01-101/107/109 S5756863
SPARK Car Care Centres
205 Braddell Road S579701
383 Sin Ming Drive S575717
9 Loyang Drive S508969
7 Sungei Kadut Way S728791
45 Pandan Road S609286
320 Ubi Road 3 S408649

ManCanDo International Pte Ltd
Blk 34 Sin Ming Drive #01-118
Mcwell Ventures Pte Ltd
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-05/06 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933
Miracle Bodyworkz
50 Bukit Batok St 23 #01-22 Midview Building S659578
Motec Auto Accessories
Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-10 S628455
MotoRex Performance Pte Ltd
53 Ubi Ave 1 #03-54 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408934
Revol Carz Makeover
10 AMK Ind Park 2A #01-12 AMK Autopoint S568047
RTES
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-02 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933

Harmony Motor Pte Ltd
No 1 Chia Ping Road S619967

Stamford Tyres Megamart
19 Lok Yang Way Jurong S628635
50 Bukit Batok St 23 #02-19 Midview Building S659578
8 Kung Chong Road S159145
455 Macpherson Road S368173
31 Loyang Way S508729
10 Admiralty Street #01-85 Northlink Building S757695
Blk 9006, Tampines St 93, #01-196, Tampines Ind Park s528840
10 AMK Ind Park 2A #01-14, AMK Autopoint S568047

Horizon Auto Enterprise Pte Ltd
65 Upp Paya Lebar Road #01-01 Guang Ming Ind Building S534817

Sung Beng Auto (Pte) Ltd since 1969
342 Circuit Road Singapore 379494

Concorde Auto Accessories (S) Pte Ltd
12 Jalan Lembah Kallang #01-01 Concorde Building S339568
Fabulous-X Pte Ltd
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-21 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933
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EVERY CAR DESERVE THE BEST INVESTMENT UPGRADE AT LOW COST. TRY NOW!

SLUGGISH RESPONSE OR HIGH FUEL CONSUMPTION?

0% INTEREST FREE INSTALLMENT

WE GUARANTEE YOU PICK-UP POWER WITH FUEL ECONOMY

+

+
ATH!
E

HURRICAN

K&N

3

TLY!

+

4

+

THROTTLE SPECIALIST

+

SIMOTA

+

SIMOTA/
K&N / BMC /
HURRICANE
AIR FILTER*

+

2

VIOLENCE V
DRIVE II*
THROTTLE
RESPONSE

+

+ ECU

NANO CCA TECHOLOGY

RGED!

CDI CAPACITOR
DISCHARGE
IGNITION

+

6

LET IT CHA

FIRE IT LO

CHARGED

IT TUNED!

PERFORMANCE
TUNNING

+

Improve fuel consumption
& performance

+

NANO POWER
CHARGER

SPARK
EXTENSION

FROM $188. only.

Longlife Filter

+

NGER!

LET IT FIR

FOR ANY MODELS*
Electronic or Cable
Throttle Controller

BMC

5

I G N I T I O N S PA R K S S P E C I A L I S T

E!

TAP IT GEN

LET IT BRE

1

nly

2 Insist o

1

* 6/12/24
MONTH

3

High Voltage!

VIOLENCE
VSD IV
STRONGER
FIRING

+

4

VPM CDI
EXTEND
FIRING
DURATION

+

5

VPM NANO
POWER
CHARGER
TECHNOLOGY

+

6

ECU OBD*
OVERALL
E
PERFORMANC
TUNNING

(LIMITED SET)

OUR PRODUCTS ARE LTA COMPLIANT • DOES NOT VOID CAR WARRANTY • NO SIDE EFFECT!
ADD ON, BOLT ON, TAP ON • 1 YEAR WARRANTY • SECURITY CODE SEAL PROTECTION • TRANSFERABLE

Accident Repair & Claims. Insurance Renewal & Quote.
24Hrs Towing / Breakdown / Emergency

+65 8189 0680

Air-Con Repair/ Service Specialist. All Models Diagnostic.
Panel Beat, Spray Painting, Bodykits, Performance, Tuning.
LTA Pre Inspection, Battery, Alternator, Audio, Accessories.

YOUR COMPLETE 1 STOP SERVICING CENTRE
NEW/USED/TRADE-IN RIMS

& T YRES PACK AGES 15” TO 20”

SYNTHETIC SERVICING

August
OFFER
FREE

CLEARANCE SALES

$68
only!

100ML
Speedup Oil
Treatment
Worth $18

+

Package
4 litres

Package Include:
• Oil filter* worth $10
• 21Points Check
• Labour Charge

COME CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE ENGINE OIL
@ OUR BEST PACKAGE PRICE

- Cash & Carry - Nitrogen Refill
- Italy Rims Offer
- Up To 60%
And
more... - Check It @ Our Store Now!
MICHELIN CONTINENTAL FALKEN BRIDGESTONE GOODYEAR DUNLOP KUMHO FIRENZA

Overhaul/Repair

Performance

1969 SUNG BENG AUTO PTE LTD

9272 4879

Sound Proofing

Polish/Grooming

Alarm / HID / LED

Intake Filters

Decarbonize

Alignment

Refreshment

Maintenance

9272 4879

Used/ Trade-in Cars

9383
9272 4879
8807

Car Rental

Trade In

Nitrogen Refill

9383 8807

Battery/ Alternator
+
Accessories

New
Used

ECU OBD Tuning
Brake Kit/Coilover

Gas/Oil/Flushing

9383 8807

Engine Servicing
Transmission

9383 8807

Tyres/Sports Rim
Balancing

Diagnostic Scan

Free Air-Con Check
Service/Repair

Panel Beat/Bodykit

8189 0680

LTA Inspection

8189 0680

Insurance Renewal
Breakdown

Accident Claims

24hrs Towing

Spray Painting

2 Units 340 & 342

340 & 342 Circuit Road, Singapore 379494
OPEN DAILY • Appointment Hotline 9272 4879

Operating Hours: Mon-Sat 9am-8pm / Sun & PH 10am-4pm
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